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AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT is effective as of the twenty-ninth day of October, 2000, by and 
between the WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION, hereinafter called the 
Company, and LOCAL UNION NUMBER 310, acting as the authority and affiliated with the 
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF OPERATING ENGINEERS (AFL-CIO), party of the second 
part and hereinafter called the Union. This contract shall be binding on the successors of the 
said Company as presently constituted, see Attachment (E). 
WITNESSETH: That for the purpose of facilitating the peaceful adjustment of 
differences that may arise from time to time and promoting the harmony and efficiency to the 
end that the employees, the Company, and the general public may be mutually benefited, the 
parties hereto contract and agree with each other as follows, to wit: 
ARTICLE I RECOGNITION 
Section 1. Bargaining Unit. 
(a) The Union shall be the sole representative for collective bargaining for employees of 
operating departments of the Company through the level of working crew leaders and shall 
include those positions listed in the wage schedule of this Agreement, excluding Janitors who 
work an average of less than 20 hours per week, and excluding Laborers that perform such 
duties as yard work and washing and gassing of vehicles and who work an average of less than 
20 hours per week. 
(b) The Company agrees to meet and treat with the duly accredited officers, committees, or 
representatives of the Union upon all matters pertaining to wages, hours, or working conditions. 
Section 2. Union Membership. 
(a) All employees who are now in the bargaining unit and all new employees after 30 days 
of employment shall be members of the Union and remain in good financial standing for the 
duration of this Agreement as a condition of continuous employment. For the purpose of this 
Section, anyone who had previously worked for the Company subject to jurisdiction of this 
Agreement for more than 30 days shall not be considered as a new employee. 
(b) An employee who has been transferred or promoted to a position or department not in 
the jurisdiction of the Union shall be granted a withdrawal card upon request to the Union, 
provided the employee is in good financial standing with the Union at the time of the request. 
(c) Each new employee subject to the provisions of this Agreement will apply to the Union 
to pay service dues within 30 days from the date of employment. An employee may be required 
to pay the Union initiation fees after 12 months of continuous service. Employees who do not 
meet their financial obligation to the Union are reported to the Human Resources Department 
by the Union. The leader of the Union employee then encourages the employee to make a 
satisfactory settlement with the Union within 10 days. If a satisfactory settlement is not made, 
discharge may result. 
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Section 3. Union Business. 
(a) Employees of the Company who may be called upon to transact business for the Union 
which requires their absence from duty with the Company shall, upon application and 24 hours 
notice to the proper representative of the Company, be allowed to absent themselves for 
sufficient time to transact such business, provided they can be spared from duty. 
(b) It is further agreed that an employee of the Company who may be elected or appointed 
to an office of the Union which requires their absence from duty with the Company, shall be 
reinstated to their former job classification at the expiration of such term of office, provided 
they are qualified to perform that work. If such job classification does not exist, the employee 
will be placed into a position of comparable wage rate for which they are qualified. Such 
employee shall retain Company and group seniority rights acquired at the time of going on 
leave, plus credit for the time spent on leave. If such employee left a job classification while in 
pay and/or title progression, upon return to the group such employee shall complete the 
remaining required time and merit requirements prior to reaching a higher level. For groups 
having a vacancy requirement, promotion to a higher level is contingent upon a vacancy 
existing at the time of return. It is understood that in the case of the return of such employee, 
other employees will consent to such demotions or lay offs as are necessary.-
Section 4. Payroll Deduction for Union Dues. 
(a) Members of the Union who sign a Check-Off Authorization and Assignment shall have 
their regular current monthly union dues deducted from their paychecks only after receipt of 
properly executed authorizations by the Company. The payment of Union dues or service dues 
is applicable to employees who work more than 32 hours per month in traditional union 
positions. The Union has the responsibility of obtaining check-off authorizations from its 
members and delivering them to the Company. 
(b) The Check-Off Authorization and Assignment signed by the Union member shall be 
irrevocable for the term of this Agreement, or for one year, whichever is the lesser. It shall 
automatically renew itself for successive yearly or applicable contract periods thereafter, 
whichever is the lesser, unless the Union member gives written notice to the Company at least 
60 days and not more than 75 days before any periodic renewal date of this Agreement of their 
desire to revoke the check-off authorization. 
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ARTICLE II GRIEVANCES AND ARBITRATION 
Section 1. Grievances. 
(a) Should any dispute arise between any employee or group of employees under this 
Agreement and a representative of the Company involving the application and interpretation of 
the Agreement, such dispute should normally be adjusted informally at the local department 
level. If the dispute is not settled an informal meeting shall be conducted using interest based 
process with both parties completing a form outlining the steps - Interest/Options/Proposals. If 
the dispute is not settled, it shall be placed in writing on a standard form and shall become a 
grievance and be handled as follows: 
Step 1. The grievance shall be presented to the local supervisor within fifteen (15) 
working days after the event giving rise to the grievance. Within five (5) working days 
after the receipt of the written grievance, the local supervisor shall arrange for a meeting 
with the grievant and their properly designated Union representative(s) to discuss the 
issues which gave rise to the grievance. If after the meeting with the local supervisor the 
grievance is not settled, the local supervisor shall designate the management 
representative for Step 2 and specify the mode of delivery and receipt, then; 
Step 2. The grievance shall be submitted within five (5) working days to the designated 
management representative, who shall within fifteen (15) working days meet with the 
grievant and their properly designated Union representative(s) to discuss the grievance. 
In the event of failure to satisfactorily adjust and settle the grievance, the management 
representative shall designate the management representative for Step 3 and specify the 
mode of delivery and receipt, then: 
Step 3. The grievance shall be submitted within five (5) working days to the designated 
management representative. Within fifteen (15) working days from receipt of the 
grievance, the designated management representative shall arrange a meeting with the 
Union Business Manager and/or the Union President to discuss the grievance. In the 
event of failure to satisfactorily adjust and settle the grievance, then: 
Step 4. The Union Business Manager may submit the grievance to arbitration within 
thirty (30) working days. 
(b) If a grievance is not submitted to the management representative designated above 
within the time limit prescribed in each step, the grievance shall be considered withdrawn. The 
time limits prescribed in each step may be extended by mutual agreement. If the Company does 
not adhere to their time limits specified in Step 1, 2, or 3, the Union can advance the grievance 
to the next step. 
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Section 2. Arbitration. 
(a) All disputes involving the application and interpretation of this Agreement which cannot 
be agreed to by the parties shall be submitted at the request of either party to binding arbitration 
in the manner herein provided for. 
(b) Either party desiring to arbitrate any matter in dispute involving the application and 
interpretation of this Agreement shall notify the other party in writing, and both parties will 
submit the matter to a mutually agreed to arbitrator. The Company and the Union will use the 
agreed upon process for selecting an arbitrator outlined in the Letter of Agreement dated 
November 17, 1998. To summarize: 
(1) A list of five (5) arbitrators will be mutually agreed to between the Company and 
the Union for use during the life of the Contract. This list will be agreed to no later 
than ninety (90) days following ratification of a new Contract. However, through 
mutual agreement, both parties can agree to use the prior Contract's arbitrator list 
for a time period agreed to by both parties. 
(2) The arbitrator will be selected by a process of random selection. 
(3) The same random selection will be used in each arbitration case, including 
discharges. 
(4) No arbitrator from this pool will be allowed to conduct more than two (2) 
arbitration hearings in any twelve month period. 
(c) The arbitrator shall be notified of the selection by a joint letter from the Company and 
the Union, requesting that the arbitrator set a time and place for the hearing subject to the 
availability of Company and Union representatives; the letter shall specify the issue(s) to the 
arbitrator. The arbitrator shall have no right to add to, subtract from, ignore or modify any of 
the terms of this Agreement. The arbitrator shall consider and decide only the particular issue 
presented in writing by the Company and the Union, and shall arrive at a decision and award 
based solely upon interpretation or application of the terms of this Agreement. 
(d) The decisions of the arbitrator concerning any matter referred to him/her pursuant to the 
provisions hereof shall be final and conclusive upon the employees, the Union, and the 
Company. 
(e) Both parties will share equally the expense of the mutually agreed to arbitrator. 
Incidental expenses mutually agreed to in advance shall be borne equally by the parties hereto. 
ARTICLE III COOPERATION 
(a) The Company and the Union agree to cooperate in promoting harmony and efficiency 
among all the Company's employees. 
(b) The Union agrees that its members who are employees of the Company will 
individually and collectively perform loyal and efficient work and service, that they will use 
their influence and best efforts to protect the property of the Company and its interest, and they 
will cooperate with the Company and the employees of their own and other groups or 
departments in promoting and advancing the welfare of the Company and service at all times. 
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ARTICLE IV EXCLUSIVE FUNCTIONS OF MANAGEMENT 
(a) The right to employ, promote, discipline, and discharge employees and the management 
of the property are reserved by and shall be vested exclusively in the Company. It is 
understood, however, that the method of employing, promoting, and discharging employees 
shall be in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement as hereinafter stated. 
(b) The Company shall have the right to determine how many employees it will employ or 
retain, together with the right to exercise full control and discipline of its employees in the 
interest of good service and the proper conduct of its business. 
ARTICLE V HIRING AND PROMOTION 
Section 1. Union Preference. 
The Company agrees that when there is a job vacancy subject to this Agreement, 
qualifications being sufficient, Union members will be given first consideration as described 
elsewhere in this Article. 
Section 2. Qualifications. 
(a) There will be no discrimination by the Company, the Union, or the employees against 
any applicant or employee because of age, sex, religion, creed, color, race, national origin, 
ancestry, or handicap. Employment in the Company's service will be determined by such 
factors as ability, education, experience, intelligence, personality, physical condition, skill, and 
training. 
(b) When qualifications posed are deemed unreasonable by the Union, the grievance shall 
be handled as provided for in Article II, Grievances and Arbitration. 
Section 3. Posting and Bidding for Job. 
(a) A job notice shall be posted on the department bulletin board for a period of 15 calendar 
days under the following conditions: (1) When a new employee is to be added to the present 
force, and (2) when an existing employee is to fill a vacancy in a plant or local department 
which is outside of the place they are employed. Copies of this job notice with all changes 
noted shall be sent to designated officials of the Union. The local supervisor shall notify the 
applicant of the receipt and acceptability of the bid. 
(b) Employees with one or more years of service in their current position will be given the 
opportunity to bid on posted job vacancies in the following order: (1) regular full-time 
employees; (2) regular part-time employees; (3) previous Union member employees. 
Temporary (excluding seasonal/limited term) employees in regular Union positions have 
bidding rights over individuals who have never been members of the Union only for the job 
they are currently filling. Except as previously stated, temporary employees do not have a 
preference over outside applicants. When the Company and the Union Business Manager 
mutually agree, employees with less than one year of service in their current position will be 
allowed to bid on posted job vacancies. 
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<c) The Branch Chairman of the Union for the department in which a job vacancy exists 
may personally inquire of the respective local supervisor the names of the applicants who bid 
on a job posted for a vacancy in that department. Unsuccessful bidders among Company 
employees for jobs posted shall be so advised by the local supervisor after a selection has been 
made. 
(d) The job notice required by Section 3 (a) of this Article shall not be posted when: (1) 
promoting an employee through a normal sequence of jobs, or (2) promoting or reclassifying an 
employee when the employee in question is the only logical choice, or (3) transferring a regular 
employee into another job because of job abandonment or location abandonment, or (4) placing 
an employee in another job because of the employee's physical condition, health, or other 
inabilities to continue in the existing job, or (5) when recalling an employee. 
(e) If a job vacancy has been posted for which in the judgement of management the 
employee to be relocated because of job abandonment or for health reasons may be qualified, 
management shall have the right to consider this employee as an applicant for the job. Selection 
will be made in accordance with the provisions of Section 6 of this Article. 
Section 4. Reposting Job Notice. 
If a job for which a notice is posted has not been filled within four months from date of 
posting, it shall be necessary to post a notice again before the job is filled. 
Section 5. Temporary Employees. 
(a) Temporary or seasonal employees will not be employed in regular full time Union 
positions unless agreed to by the Union. 
(b) Temporary or seasonal employees may be employed without posting a job notice. Those 
who are continuously employed for more than five (5) working days shall be reported in 
writing to the Union. 
Section 6. Promotion, Transfer, and Demotion. 
(a) Promotion, transfer, and demotion shall be based on such factors as ability, education, 
efficiency, experience, intelligence, personality, seniority, and training. 
(b) Promotion and transfer will be based on the following order unless documentation 
substantiates less than acceptable performance: 
(1) Local occupational work group minimum qualifications per job posting, senior 
candidate. 
(2) Company occupational work group minimum qualifications per job posting, senior 
candidate. 
(3) Like work outside the occupational work group minimum qualifications per job 
posting, senior candidate. 
(4) Where there are no applicants within the group having minimum qualifications, 
applicants from other groups having minimum qualifications will be considered, 
senior candidate. 
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(c) Selection of Crew Leaders, Lead employees, System Operating Attendant, Fleet 
Mechanic, Regional Meter Electrician, Regional Design Specialist - Electric, After-hours 
Dispatcher and Protective Eqipment Tester/Coordinator will be determined by the results of test 
scores, Reality Based Interview, work record supervisory input, work record peer group input, 
and seniority, all equally weighted. Ties will be resolved with the senior individual selected. 
(d) The Company agrees that whenever possible, it will train employees through practical 
experience and instruction to fill higher positions as they may become available. This includes 
senior employees whose performance and experience indicate they may have the necessary 
qualification for promotion. Union members when qualified will be given opportunity for 
promotion to those higher positions which become vacant from time to time. 
(e) No wage reduction shall occur when accepting a job with a final rate of pay equal to or 
higher than the final rate of pay of the employee's current job progression. In situations 
involving lead or crew leader positions, determination for pay protection eligibility is made by 
comparing the top rate of the progression for the non-lead position in the occupational work 
group that the employee is currently in to the top rate of the non-lead position in the 
occupational work group to which the employee would be transferring. If the employee is 
eligible for pay protection, the employee is protected at the top rate of the non-lead position. 
Such wage shall not be subject to, escalation by any general wage increases until the 
employee's wage rate is at or below the wage rate of the new job. 
Section 7. Employees with Technical Training. 
Whenever it is desirable to give practical experience to employees with technical 
training, it is agreed that such employees will not fill regularly established jobs to the detriment 
of the regular employees. This does not mean that such employees may not temporarily assume 
the duties of established jobs during their period of training. 
Section 8. Probation Period for New Employees. 
(a) The probation period for a newly hired, regular employee shall be their first six months 
of Company employment. During this period, continued employment is at the sole discretion of 
the Company. Probationary periods may be extended for thirty (30) day increments only with 
written confirmation of mutual agreement between the Company and the Union. 
(b) Individuals that become Company employees through mergers, acquisitions, or other 
such business/financial actions, are not considered newly hired employees if they have 
completed the probationary period (if any) with their former employer. 
ARTICLE VI DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE 
Section 1. Employee Rights. 
In cases of suspension or discharge, the charges shall be specified and called to the 
employee's attention by the Company within one week (seven calendar days) from the time the 
stated offense was reported. Any employee who has been either suspended or discharged and 
who is subsequently exonerated will have their record cleared of the charges and will be 
reimbursed for any loss in wages. No discipline by suspension will permanently impair the 
employee's seniority rights. 
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Section 2. Union Rights. 
(a) Upon request of the Union within fifteen (15) working days from the date upon which 
an employee has been disciplined or discharged, the Company will promptly submit to the 
Union the reasons for the discipline or discharge actions. 
(b) The Union reserves the right to question the propriety of any disciplinary action or 
discharge through the grievance and arbitration procedures of this Agreement. Any such 
grievance will be filed within fifteen (15) working days after receipt of the Company's reply or 
be deemed waived 
Section 3. Management Rights. 
The rights reserved by and vested in the Company under Article IV of this Agreement, 
Exclusive Functions of Management, will not be impaired or affected by the rights of this 
Article. 
ARTICLE VII NO STRIKE OR LOCKOUT 
Section 1. No Strike. 
Because of the vital nature of the services rendered by the Company and its employees, 
the serious effect of any interruptions of these services on the safety, health, and welfare of 
individual customers as well as the communities it serves, it is agreed that during the life of this 
Agreement the Union will not cause a strike, nor will any employee take part in a strike or 
interfere with or stop the Company's service. Any employee who so violates this clause shall 
be subject to discharge. Should any employee or individual groups of employees violate this 
clause without authorization or tolerance by the Union, the Company will not bring suit against 
the Union. 
Section 2. No Lockout. 
The Company recognizes its responsibility to maintain continuous service to its 
customers, as well as its obligation to assure its employees of constant employment, and to this 
end agrees that it will not conduct a lockout or shutdown for any anti-Union purpose during the 
life of this Agreement. 
Section 3. Pickets. 
Employees shall perform all work as assigned or directed, including work on facilities 
jointly maintained with telephone or other companies, not withstanding the presence of a picket 
line or the existence of a labor dispute involving employees of any other employer, unless there 
is an imminent danger of physical harm. 
Section 4. Secondary Boycotts and Coercion. 
There is no obligation on the part of the Company to comply with requests from the 
Union to stop using the services of or dealing with another company except as specifically 
provided elsewhere in this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE Mi l WORKING HOURS AND RATES OF PAY 
Section 1. Working Hours. 
(a) The regular workweek shall consist of 40 hours. The work week shall consist of five 
eight-hour days, except where operations requires or allows a variation in hours. Employees 
shall be limited to working no more than 16 hours in any 24-hour period, although it is 
permissible to exceed this limitation for storm and trouble restoration, or other emergencies as 
determined by the Company, provided the employee works no more than 32 hours in any 48-
hour period without exception. These provisions will not be changed except after agreement 
between the Company and the Union. 
(b) The starting or quitting time of the workday may be changed or the workdays of the 
week may be changed after a meeting with the affected department. Final decision rests with 
the Company. The Union Business Manager will be advised by the Company. 
(c) Working hours of Customer Service employees will be scheduled at the straight time 
rate between the core operating hours of 7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday with 
the actual schedules established by the local work groups (employees including leaders) 
considering both customer and employee needs. Temporary Change of Schedule within the 
core operating hours is mandatory at the straight time rate if the affected employees are given 
due advance notice no later than the end of the work day two calendar days prior to the Change 
of Schedule. If the Company fails to give due advance notice, Change of Schedule is not 
mandatory and the overtime provisions of this Article apply. 
(d) Working hours of employees at isolated stations and locations, and at automatic stations 
will be established by the local work groups (employees including leaders). 
(e) When no outside relief is supplied, employees at two-operator stations, such as 
automatic hydro plants and substations, shall be paid additional compensation at their regular 
rate of pay for relief while taking charge of the plant during the time the second employee of 
the plant is absent. After the first 14 days of such absence and each succeeding week thereafter, 
the relieving employee shall be furnished one 24-hour relief period. Relief shall also be 
furnished for emergencies. 
Section 2. Wage Schedule. 
The Wage Schedule of job classifications and wage rates as mutually agreed to are 
made a part of this Agreement. 
Section 3. Wage Rates for New Jobs. 
When new jobs are created or marked changes are made in existing jobs, the wage rates 
will be negotiated between the Company and the Union. 
Section 4. Wage Payment. 
(a) All employees will be compensated on an hourly basis of pay every two weeks. 
(b) Payment for overtime hours, call hours, or other extra hours, except those for which 
prepayment has already been made, will be made in addition to the established hourly wage 
payment. 
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Section 5. Necessary Time Off. 
(a) Only regular full-time Class A and Class B employees as defined in Article IX, 
Classification of Employees, of this Agreement are entitled to necessary-time-off benefits as 
hereinafter provided for. 
(b) No deduction from the fixed wage payment will be made for time off, not to exceed one 
week for any single absence because of necessary reasons. Such time off will be made up as 
provided for in this Agreement under Article XIV, Cancellation of Prepaid Undertime. For sick 
leave benefits, see Article XIII, Sick Leave. 
Section 6. Funerals. 
Only Class A and Class B employees as defined in Article IX, Classification of 
Employees, of this Agreement are eligible for funeral benefits as hereinafter provided for. 
(1) Employees may be absent from work for events related to a funeral. 
(2) The employee shall determine the significance of the deceased person and identify 
the required amount of time away from work. It is the employee's responsibility to 
make the arrangements with the work group for the absence. 
(3) Regularly scheduled, straight-time hours during the time away from work will be 
paid with no make-up required. 
Section 7. Personal Time Off. 
Deductions will be made from the regular compensation wage payments for regular 
full-time employees only for personal or avoidable time off. 
Section 8. Overtime 
(a) All hours worked beyond eight per day, or beyond the scheduled hours of the work 
group if greater than eight per day, or in excess of 40 hours in a week shall be paid at one and 
one-half the straight-time rate except as provided in Section 8 (b) of this Article. 
(b) Exceptions to Section 8 (a) of this Article are: 
(1) Day workers who are not scheduled to work on Sundays as part of their regularly 
scheduled 40-hour work week will be paid double time for hours so worked on 
Sundays. Regular part-time or temporary employees with less than 40 hours in the 
week and who are required to work on Sundays shall be paid straight-time plus the 
Sunday premium of $6.50 per hour. Sunday work beyond 40 hours for the week 
shall be paid at double time rate with no Sunday premium. 
(2) The first scheduled day off in the work week for shift workers is considered as 
Sunday for purposes of double time pay for overtime hours worked on that day. 
Such premium pay shall satisfy the requirement of overtime pay in excess of 40 
straight-time hours per week. 
(3) Shift workers that normally have Sunday as a regular day off will be paid double 
time for overtime hours worked on Sunday instead of on their first day off. 
(4) Employees working under a voluntary change of schedule will be paid at the 
appropriate overtime rate for hours worked beyond the voluntary change of 
schedule in a day, or for hours worked in excess of 40 hours per week. 
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(5) Employees who have taken personal time off, may only work in the same work 
week, with the supervisor's approval, at the straight-time rate of pay to make up 
such time. 
(6) Training travel hours for training requiring overnight stays and travel on a day off 
are not eligible for double time pay (except for travel on a recognized holiday), but 
will be paid at the time and one-half rate for any overtime hours. Employees may 
utilize voluntary change of schedule to include the maximum number of training 
and travel hours as possible in the basic 40 hour work week. 
(7) Employees who have qualified for Rest Period and are required to work beyond the 
regularly scheduled quitting time will be paid at the double time rate until released. 
(c) Employees who move from one job to another temporarily or otherwise are paid 
overtime according to the character (shift or day) and regular hours of the job into which they 
move. 
(d) Employees who have worked overtime hours will not be required to take off 
compensating regular hours in order to hold the total hours of the week to 40 unless the 
employee's physical condition is such that additional rest hours are required. 
(e) Overtime is considered planned/scheduled if an employee is notified at least twelve (12) 
hours before the need to report to work. Unplanned/unscheduled overtime is notification to 
report to work with less than twelve (12) hours. Whenever scheduled overtime is canceled with 
less than twelve (12) hours notice, the employee shall receive overtime cancellation pay of two 
hours of straight-time pay, except when the canceled overtime immediately follows the regular 
work day. In the event that scheduled overtime is canceled with twelve (12) or more hours of 
notice, no overtime cancellation pay is paid. 
(f) Employees will accept the obligation to perform overtime work when -required by the 
Company. Each time an employee is required to report to work for overtime, a minimum 
payment equivalent to two (2) hours pay, or the actual hours worked, will be paid at the 
appropriate overtime pay rate. This minimum two (2) hour payment does not apply for 
overtime that immediately precedes or directly follows the regular work day. For planned 
overtime, the Company reserves the right to schedule two (2) hours of work at its discretion. 
(g) Department heads will endeavor to equalize scheduled overtime hours for similar work 
within an occupational group. Serious unequal distribution of scheduled overtime hours will be 
a basis for grievance. On Union request, a list of the employees and their overtime hours will 
be posted monthly. 
(h) An employee's pay will be kept whole when the change to Wisconsin Daylight Savings 
Time is made during the regular shift. Overtime will be paid for the extra hour worked when 
the change is made back to Standard Time. 
Section 9. Call Out and Minimum Allowances. 
(a) Each time an employee is called out for duty between quitting time and one-half hour 
before starting time, a minimum of two (2) hours, or actual hours worked, will be paid at the 
appropriate overtime pay rate. When the call out is two (2) hours and fifteen (15) minutes or 
longer, the employee will receive the appropriate overtime pay, plus a payment of $25.00. 
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(b) When an employee is: (1) held on the job after quitting time, (2) is called out within 
one-half hour of the starting time, or (3) is working planned/scheduled overtime, the overtime 
provisions of Section 8 of this Article apply and not the provisions of this Section. 
(c) When employees are called outside of regular hours and are required to report to 
headquarters before going to the location where they are to work, their time will start when 
they reach headquarters and will continue until released from duty. Where employees are 
required to go directly to the job in emergencies, time will be calculated until the employee is 
released from duty. 
(d) Class C and Class D employees who report to work on a scheduled work day and are 
sent home because of inclement weather or for other reasons before the regular day is 
completed shall be paid a minimum of two hours or the hours worked, whichever is greater. 
Section 10. Rest Period. 
(a) Rest Period is intended to provide the employee with uninterrupted and adequate time 
away from work for rest at no loss of pay for those regularly scheduled hours that coincide with 
the Rest Period. 
(b) Paragraphs (c) and (d) below describe how rest period is accumulated or earned, 
paragraphs (e) and (f) below describe when the rest period is taken. The total amount of Rest 
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(c) An employee qualifies for 8 hours of Rest Period after working 16 hours in any 24-hour 
period. See Section 1 of this Article for work hour limits. 
(d) An employee also qualifies for Rest Period when required to work during the qualifying 
time period beginning eight hours prior to their regularly scheduled start time and ending one 
hour prior to their regularly scheduled start time. The amount of Rest Period earned is equal to 
the cumulative amount of time worked during the qualifying time period if less than 5'/2 hours. 
The lone exception to this is if an employee's first call happens to occur during the last hour of 
the qualifying period, no rest period is earned. When 5V2 or more cumulative hours are worked 
during the qualifying time period, the employee earns 8 hours of Rest Period. In conjunction 
with the Rest Period earned for time worked, one additional hour of Rest Period is also earned 
for each subsequent call out following the first call out that infringes on the qualifying time 
period in any way. 
(e) When the amount of earned Rest Period is 8 hours the Rest Period will be taken when 
released from work. 
(f) When an employee qualifies for less than eight hours the Rest Period will normally be 
taken during the latter part of the workday such that the Rest Period will complete the 
employee's regularly scheduled workday. In situations allowed by the work schedule, the 
employee may shift the start of the Rest Period to the beginning of the regularly scheduled 
workday. The work group Leader should be notified when exercising this option. When an 
employee is responding to a major storm or other emergency and is expected to work beyond 
their normal quitting time, any earned Rest Period will be taken at the latter part of the day 
unless mutual agreement between the Leader/Dispatcher and the employee is reached to allow 
the Rest Period to be taken at the start of the day. In crew operations of two or more employees, 
mutual agreement is required on the period of rest. Without mutual agreement, the Rest Period 
will be taken at the latter part of the day. 
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(g) When an employee is released, the Rest Period that falls within the employee's regularly 
scheduled straight-time hours shall be paid at the straight-time wage rate. When any portion of 
a Rest Period coincides with an unpaid meal break, the employee's regularly scheduled work 
hours are changed to straight-hours with no unpaid lunch break. For example, an employee 
normally working an 8V2 hour day with a V2 hour unpaid lunch break would change their hours 
to a straight 8 hour day with no lunch break for that day. 
(h) When an employee qualifies for Rest Period and is required by the Leader/Dispatcher to 
work within the regularly scheduled work hours, in addition to the straight-time wage rate, they 
shall be paid Rest Period Allowance. Rest Period Allowance is equivalent to the straight-time 
wage rate. Continuous work beyond the regularly scheduled quitting time will be paid at the 
double time rate until released. 
(i) When an employee qualifies for Rest Period and is scheduled to return to work or is 
called back to work by the Leader/Dispatcher during the Rest Period, they shall be paid at the 
straight-time wage rate plus Rest Period Allowance for all hours worked until they have been 
released from work for an uninterrupted and continuous period of time equal to the amount of 
Rest Period earned. 
(j) An employee called back to work while on qualified Rest Period must advise the person 
dispatching they are on Rest Period or forfeit the Rest Period Allowance as described in this 
Section. 
(k) When an employee qualifies for Rest Period and the work schedule allows, the 
employee may take any amount of Personal Time Off-Rest Period to complete the regularly 
scheduled workday. Such time will be considered as regularly scheduled hours worked only for 
the purpose of determining the Rest Period qualification. Call back from PTO-Rest Period will 
be paid at the straight-time rate and will not be eligible for Call Out Allowance as described in 
Section 9 of this Article. 
Section 11. Shift Premium Pay. 
(a) In addition to the employee's regular wage rate, a shift premium shall be paid for work 
performed in the job classifications agreed to. The shift premium rates shall be: 
Day Shift no shift premium 
Evening Shift 70 cents per hour 
Night Shift 95 cents per hour 
12 hour Night Shift -- $1.10 per hour 
(b) The day shift is that shift in which 50 percent or more of the regularly scheduled work 
hours fall between 7:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. 
(c) The evening shift is that shift in which 50 percent or more of the regularly scheduled 
work hours fall between 3:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. 
(d) The night shift is that shift in which 50 percent or more of the regularly scheduled work 
hours fall between 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. The 12 hour night shift is the shift in which 50 
percent or more of the regularly scheduled hours fall between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. 
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(e) Employees classified as shift workers will receive the added shift premium for the 
scheduled hours worked in the evening or night shift. Employees classified as day workers and 
who receive overtime pay for hours worked before, after, or outside of their regular day 
schedule, even though the hours fall into evening or night shifts as defined in paragraphs (b), 
(c), and (d) above, are not eligible for shift premium additives. 
(f) Shift workers who work overtime outside of their regularly scheduled shift shall receive 
the applicable shift premium in addition to any applicable overtime premium pay on the base 
rate and shift premium rate. 
(g) Day workers on a variable schedule in certain job classifications agreed to will 
routinely, or upon request with due advance notice, work outside of the day shift at straight-
time pay and be paid the applicable premium as herein provided. 
(1) For the purpose of this Section, due advance notice shall be 24 hours prior to the 
start of the revised work schedule. Shift schedules will be for a minimum of 8-1/2 
continuous hours and, where practical, will conform with the framework of an 
existing shift, including a one-half hour unpaid meal break as permitted by 
production and operational or personnel requirements at the time. Employees will 
normally not be required to remain on the revised shift when the work which gave 
rise to the change is completed. 
(2) A day worker on a variable schedule shall be paid time and one-half for the hours 
worked up to 8 hours on the first day required to work on a revised schedule when 
due advance notice is given, and double time for hours worked up to 8 hours on the 
first day if the Company fails to give due advance notice. On subsequent days of 
revised schedule the employee shall be paid at the regular straight-time rate, plus 
applicable shift premium as defined in paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) above. 
(h) Shift premium will be paid only for the time worked. 
(i) For overtime hours worked, the shift premium rate shall be one and one-half times or 
double the normal rate, whichever applies. 
(j) A premium of $6.50 per hour will be paid for all regularly scheduled Sunday straight-
time hours worked. 
Section 12. Temporary Transfers. 
(a) An employee shall be paid a temporary transfer rate for the time worked in a job having 
a higher wage than the employee's present wage, whenever the time is one or more hours in 
duration. 
(b) The temporary transfer rate is established and applies to specific jobs as agreed to by the 
Company and the Union. Eligibility for temporary transfer is determined by the Company. 
(c) The temporary transfer rate is determined as: 
(1) Employee at "Class 1" rate temporarily transferred to a "lead" position receives 
payment of "lead" wage rate. 
(2) Employee at wage rate below "Class 1" rate and temporarily transferred to a "lead" 
position receives payment of full "Class 1" maximum wage rate. 
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(d) Operating - Pulliam and Weston 
(1) Employee at maximum wage rate of job classification and temporarily transferred 
to the next higher job classification receives payment of full maximum wage rate in 
the new classification. 
(2) Employee at maximum wage rate of job classification and temporarily transferred 
two job classifications higher receives payment of full maximum wage rate of the 
job classification bypassed. 
j(3) Employee at a wage rate below the maximum rate for their job classification and 
temporarily transferred to the next higher job classification receives payment of full 
maximum wage rate for their existing job classification. 
(e) The higher rate is not paid for nonproductive time such as sick time, necessary time off, 
inclement weather, meetings, holiday allowance, rest period taken, jury duty, or when the crew 
size is below the level required for temporary transfer pay. 
(Note: The wage schedule included as part of this Agreement identifies job 
classifications eligible for the provisions of this Section.) 
Section 13. Meals and Breaks. 
(a) Employees shall provide and carry their own mid-shift meal. Local work groups 
(employees including leaders) will determine the feasibility of allowing job classifications to 
eliminate or take a minimum one-half hour unpaid lunch period. Employees will follow the 
same lunch period practice as the job classification to which they are assigned. Crews away 
from headquarters during the lunch period have the option of straight shifts or a minimum 
one-half hour unpaid lunch period by consensus. Non consensus results in default to previously 
established noon policy. 
(b) The overtime provisions of Section 8 of this Article will apply if employees are required 
to respond during any unpaid lunch period. 
(c) Employees working 8, 9, or 10 hour shifts, shall have two paid breaks (rest and/or 
lunch) per shift, but not more than one 10 minute and one 15 minute break for 8 and 9 hour 
shifts or two 15 minute breaks for a 10 hour shift. 
(d) Employees out of town overnight within the WPSC service territory are eligible for a 
$31.00 daily meal allowance payment. Employees out-of-town overnight outside of the service 
territory are eligible for a $40.00 daily meal allowance payment. When attending training or 
other meetings, the workday may include an unpaid lunch break. When this occurs, all 
attendees shall be provided a meal by the Company. When training or other meetings require a 
reimbursement of overnight costs, the meal allowance shall be adjusted by the value of any 
meal furnished by the Company. 
(e) Employees working two (2) or more hours of overtime immediately prior to their 
scheduled starting time, and those employees called out for work during the two (2) hours prior 
to work who work into the scheduled day and were unable to prepare a breakfast, are eligible 
for a pre shift meal payment of $11.00. 
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(f) Employees continuing work one and one-half (1-1/2) or more hours after their scheduled 
stopping time, and those employees called out for work during the one and one-half (1-1/2) 
hours after work, are eligible for a post shift meal payment of $1 LOO. 
(g) Employees continuing to work overtime after qualifying for a post shift meal, or called 
out later than one and one-half (1-1/2) hours after the scheduled stopping time, are eligible for a 
subsequent meal payment of $11.00 for each consecutive five (5) hours worked. For employees 
continuing to work overtime after qualifying for a post shift meal payment, the first consecutive 
five (5) hours begins after the qualification for the post shift meal payment. 
(h) Power plant shift workers working more than ten and one-half (10-1/2) hours of 
overtime on a non-scheduled day are eligible for a post shift meal payment of $1 LOO. 
(i) Employees whose normal noon meal is interrupted or missed due to unplanned overtime 
on a non-scheduled work day other than Sunday, are eligible for a noon meal payment of $6.97 
to be adjusted annually on the anniversary date of the Agreement by the September Consumer 
Price Index (CPI-W). 
(j) Refer to the Meal Purchase guidelines for specific applications of taxable and 
non-taxable meals. Requests for meal payments should be made through the Corporate Labor 
time reporting system. 
(k) Meals related to major storm damage and other emergencies are handled at the 
discretion of the local work group leader, but not to be less than described elsewhere in this 
Agreement. 
Section 14. Relocation. 
(a) Any employee relocated to a lower-paying job due to health reasons (occupational or 
non-occupational illness or injury), or job abandonment, or location abandonment, or bumping 
shall transfer with no reduction in wage rate. Such wage shall not be subject to escalation by 
any general wage increases until the employee's wage rate is at or below the wage rate of the 
new job. 
(b) Any employee with a protected wage under the relocation policy described in Section 
14 of this Article, may make subsequent job moves without effect to paragraph (a) of this 
Section only if the subsequent move is to a job with a maximum wage rate equal to or greater 
than the employee's current job wage rate maximum. 
(c) The protected wage described in Section 14 of this Article ceases when any of the 
following occurs: the employee accepts a transfer to a job with a maximum wage rate less than 
the current job maximum wage rate, after the employee transfers to a job with a maximum 
wage rate greater than the protected wage rate, or the employee's protected wage rate is 
exceeded by the current job wage rate. 
Section 15. Work Away From Headquarters. 
(a) Any changes or amendments to the Travel Reimbursement Plan (TRIP)or the Meal 
Purchase Guideline affecting employees covered by this Agreement will be negotiated with the 
Union before being placed into effect. The TRIP flow charts as mutually agreed to are made 
part of this Agreement. 
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(b) TRIP is designed to compensate employees' efforts to report to a job site at the normal 
starting time and remain until the normal stopping time and to use personal vehicles so that 
Company equipment can remain at the job site. TRIP may be used for projects more than one 
day in length when an employee is needed to report to a job site other than the employee's own 
headquarters. The Company shall designate the job site(s) and duration of each project. The 
Company shall make all determinations for TRIP job interruptions or cancellations due to such 
reasons as Company meetings, job priorities, and emergencies. TRIP shall not be used for 
training or meetings. 
(c) For Power Supply & Engineering and Nuclear Power Production employees, job site 
reporting over 40 miles from headquarters is mandatory if posted by 3:00 p.m., three (3) 
working days prior to the start of the job. For Customer Service Organization employees, job 
site reporting outside the site boundaries is mandatory if posted by 3:00 p.m., three (3) working 
days prior to the start of the job. (For example, a Monday TRIP must be posted by 3:00 p.m. 
the preceding Wednesday to be considered mandatory.) 
(d) The Company may authorize the use of a Company vehicle for TRIP projects. The 
guidelines for the number of authorized personal vehicles is as follows: 
1 to 3 persons one vehicle 
4 to 6 persons two vehicles 
7 to 9 persons three vehicles 
10 to 12 persons four vehicles 
(e) Employees in a crew may use different options, but must all work the same hours at the 
TRIP job site. Employees will report to the TRIP job site at normal starting times and remain 
until normal stopping times unless traveling on Company time. The normal starting time of 
those employees on TRIP assignments shall normally conform to the starting time of the host 
site where the TRIP job is located unless mutually agreed otherwise. When outside site 
boundaries and over 60 miles from headquarters, crews may adopt other options as follows: 
(1) Employees may leave on Company time in the morning on the first day of the TRIP 
job and on Mondays and return in the afternoon on the last day of the TRIP job and 
on Fridays, unless mutually agreed upon otherwise. The driver(s) receives the 
standard mileage payment when authorized to drive a personal vehicle on Company 
time. 
(2) When mutually agreed, crews may work four 10-hour days at straight time, but are 
expected to stay out of town overnight when working beyond 60 miles from 
headquarters. The mandatory or voluntary nature of the TRIP job, and whether or 
not the crew volunteered for the TRIP job will have no bearing on the option to 
work four 10-hour days. 
(f) When out of town overnight, time spent consuming breakfast and evening meals and 
traveling from the TRIP job site to the restaurant and return shall not be considered work hours. 
Travel to and from the designated motel in excess of 15 miles or 20 minutes shall be allowed 
on Company time and may be accumulated for travel either way in each day. Excess travel time 
may not be accumulated for two or more days. 
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(g) Mileage payments are based on the shortest distance road miles from the regular 
headquarters to the TRIP job site. Nuclear Power Production and Power Supply and 
Engineering employees will utilize a posted job site list to determine mileage. The mileage 
payment for driving a personal vehicle minus the amount allowed by the Internal Revenue 
Service shall be considered taxable income and subject to withholding. The entire mileage. 
payment for driving or riding in a Company vehicle, or riding in a personal vehicle, shall be 
considered taxable income and subject to withholding. All monetary amounts shall be adjusted 
annually on the anniversary date of the Agreement using the September Consumer Price Index 
(CPI-W) or the general wage increase, whichever is greater. 
(h) The Company will normally not schedule TRIP projects that require travel on the sixth 
and seventh days of the week. If this becomes necessary, the rates for travel will be increased 
by one and one-half times for the sixth day and two times for the seventh day. 
(i) The provisions of TRIP may be amended upon mutual agreement between the Company 
and the Union Business Manager to accommodate such things as industry and market changes. 
Mileage and designated motel disputes not resolved will involve the Union Business Manager. 
(j) Refer to Attachments A, B. and C of this Agreement to determine the applicable TRIP 
compensation. 
ARTICLE IX CLASSIFICATION OF EMPLOYEES 
Employees subject to the provisions of this Agreement shall be classified into four 
groups as hereinafter set forth: 
(a) Class A employees are those who are filling regular jobs (budgeted for 20 or more hours 
per week) and who have completed five years of adjusted service. They are eligible for 
provisions of: 
• Vacation 
• Holiday 
• Sick Leave 
• Funerals 
• Cancellation of Prepaid Undertime (regular full time only) 
(b) Class B employees are those who are filling regular or temporary (except seasonal) jobs, 
budgeted for 20 or more hours per week, and have not completed five years of adjusted service. 
They are eligible for provisions of: 
• Vacation 
• Holiday 
• Sick Leave 
• Funerals 
• Cancellation of Prepaid Undertime (regular full time only) 
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(c) Class C employees are those who are filling regular or temporary jobs (except seasonal), 
budgeted for less than 20 hours per week. They are not eligible for provisions of: 
• Vacation 
• Holiday (except will receive double time pay for all hours worked on a recognized 
holiday as listed elsewhere in this Agreement) 
• Sick Leave 
• Funerals 
• Cancellation of Prepaid Undertime 
(d) Class D employees are those who are filling regular, temporary, or seasonal jobs. They 
are not eligible for provisions of: 
• Vacation 
• Holiday (except will receive double time pay for all hours worked on a recognized 
holiday as listed elsewhere in this Agreement) 
• Sick Leave 
• Funerals 
• Cancellation of Prepaid Undertime 
ARTICLE X WORKFORCE FLEXIBILITY 
To facilitate workforce flexibility the Company agrees that jurisdictional work lines are 
not dissolved and the Union agrees that jurisdictional work lines will not be an issue or cause 
for a grievance provided the following conditions are followed: 
(1) Union members are performing traditional work across Union craft lines, Union 
members are performing traditional non-union work, or Union members are 
performing work traditionally let to contractors. 
(2) Local work groups (employees including leaders) will determine what work can be 
done by employees crossing jurisdictional lines. 
(3) Local work groups (employees including leaders) will establish minimum 
qualifications for work in their group. 
(4) Employees crossing jurisdictional lines must successfully demonstrate the 
established minimum qualifications to a qualified employee of the receiving work 
group before performing the work. 
(5) Non-union employees may do traditional Union work provided that if more than 32 
hours are worked in a given month in a traditional Union position, Union service 
dues will be paid, but the individual(s) will not be required to become initiated 
members) of the Union. Union work performed by non-union employees is 
intended to be for short-term work assignments of less than six months. 
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ARTICLE XI VACATIONS 
Section 1. Employees Who Qualify. 
Only Class A and Class B employees as defined in Article DC. Classification of 
Employees, of this Agreement, are eligible for the vacation allowance provisions hereinafter 
provided for. 
Section 2. Maximum Vacation. 
Employees are eligible for vacation with pay, or in the calendar year of their retirement 
take pay in lieu of vacation at the time of retirement. Employees may also elect to use vacation 
to cancel undertime. Eligible employees earn vacation time off with pay according to the 
following schedule: 
(1) Regular full-time employees starting work between January 2 and September 1 
earn one day (8 hours) of vacation for each full month of employment between 
February 1 and July 1 of that year plus two personal days of vacation (16 hours). If 
the employee starts after September 1, only one personal day of vacation (8 hours) 
allowance is earned. 
Exception: Rotating shift workers starting work prior to September 1 receive 
December 31 as a "fixed'*' holiday and one personal day of vacation. Rotating 
shift workers starting work on or after September 1 have December 31 as a 
"fixed" holiday and no personal day of vacation. 
(2) Second-year vacation is accrued at the rate of one day (8 hours) of vacation for 
each calendar month of employment starting September 1 of the first year of 
employment through June of the second year of employment to a maximum of 10 
days (80 hours). 
(3) The following vacation shall be granted if employees have completed the required 
years of service prior to September 1 of that year: 
2 weeks (80 hours) in the year following employment if this date is before 
September 1. 
3 weeks (120 hours) when 7 years of continuous employment are completed 
before September 1. 
4 weeks (160 hours) when 14 years of continuous employment are completed 
before September 1. 
5 weeks (200 hours) when 21 years of continuous employment are completed 
before September 1. 
6 weeks (240 hours) when 28 years of continuous employment are completed 
before September 1. 
(4) Employees, except part-time or temporary, shall be paid eight hours per day/40 
hours per week at their straight-time rate for each day/week of vacation. Part-time 
or temporary employees shall be paid at their straight-time rate for the average 
daily/weekly number of hours worked during the previous year for each day/week 
of vacation. 
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(5) Vacation scheduled for the last week of the current year which extends into the 
following calendar year will be considered as a "full week" of vacation provided all 
vacation is from the current year. Such employee will have precedence in 
scheduling over employees using the "new" year's vacation if scheduled by May 1. 
Section 3. Weeks Defined. 
A week of vacation consists of 40 work hours or five work days. Two weeks of 
vacation consist of 80 work hours or ten work days. Three weeks of vacation consist of 120 
work hours or fifteen work days. Four weeks of vacation consist of 160 work hours or twenty 
work days. Five weeks of vacation consist of 200 work hours or twenty-five work days. Six 
weeks of vacation consist of 240 work hours or thirty work days. A week of vacation for part-
time or temporary employees consists of the average weekly hours worked in the previous year. 
Section 4. Vacation Time. 
(a) The annual vacation shall be started and completed from January 1 to the end of the pay 
period which includes December 31. 
(b) A maximum of 96 hours of vacation can be carried over to the following year for any 
reason except for rotating shift workers, who have a maximum of 88 hours. Vacation carried 
over to the following year must be used for vacation time off or to cancel undertime in that 
payroll year, or it will be forfeited. Such vacation time is not eligible for pay in lieu of time off. 
(c) Request for payment in lieu of vacation must be made by the close of the last pay period 
of the calendar year. Vacation not eligible for carry over and payment will be forfeited. 
Section 5. Arranging Vacation Periods. 
(a) All employees eligible for a vacation within a plant or department shall be given a 
choice of vacation periods up to a maximum of two weeks on the basis of seniority within the 
group. Following this, employees within the group who are eligible for three weeks of vacation 
shall be given a choice for the third week of their vacation on the basis of seniority. Following 
this, employees within the group who are eligible for four weeks of vacation shall be given a 
choice for the fourth week of their vacation on the basis of seniority. Following this, employees 
within the group who are eligible for five weeks of vacation shall be given a choice for the fifth 
week of their vacation on the basis of seniority. Following this, employees within the group 
who are eligible for six weeks of vacation shall be given a choice for the sixth week of their 
vacation on the basis of seniority. 
(b) Employees must sign up for vacations no later than December 15 of the prior year or 
May 1 of each year to cover the periods of January 1 through May 12 and May 13 through the 
end of the pay period that includes December 31 respectively, or otherwise accept vacation 
periods as may be available after other employees have made their choices. 
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(c) Employees may take all of their annual vacation anytime during the period of January 1 
to the end of the pay period which includes the following December 31 in any increments equal 
to or greater than one-quarter hour. Shift workers may split vacations on night shifts, Sundays, 
and holidays only when no relief is needed or if the employee finds their own relief. In such 
cases, overtime may be paid for the relief. When a shift worker adds a split week of vacation to 
a full week of vacation to complete a work cycle, the entire vacation is treated as a full week of 
vacation. A split week of vacation is defined as a unit(s) of less than a week at a time, but not 
less than eight hours or a day at a time. 
(d) Granting of vacation in units of less than a week is on a first-come basis without 
recognition of seniority. Such vacations are not to be signed up on the December 15 or the May 
1 vacation boards. Employees who have selected full weeks of vacation shall take precedence 
over those who have selected a split week. The span of time between the supervisor allowing a 
piecemeal vacation and the time it is taken must normally be limited to two months or less and 
at least 24 hours to allow for proper arrangements. 
(e) The Company will make a determined effort to avoid canceling approved vacations that 
have been signed up by December 15 or May 1. Vacations scheduled for the month of 
December and not taken for valid reasons shall be taken at the earliest practical date permitted 
by work schedules, preferably in January, unless prevented by illness of the employee, or be 
forfeited. 
(f) Each local work group shall agree on any additional site specific vacation and change of 
shift guidelines. Factors such as additional cost, customer needs, and adequate staffing levels to 
work safely and efficiently shall be considered when establishing vacation guidelines, 
procedures and restrictions. In no case shall vacations be permitted to interfere with required 
operations or continuity of service. Where practical, there is no objection to arranging vacations 
to immediately follow or precede regular days off. 
Section 6. Vacation Relief. 
The Company will make every reasonable effort to provide vacation relief. When it is 
not practical to provide relief for vacation periods in certain jobs, an employee may be required 
to work additional hours and shall receive overtime pay for hours so worked in accordance with 
Article VIII. Section 8, Overtime. 
Section 7. Temporary Relinquishment of Vacations. 
(a) If employees are called back to work by the Company while on a split or full week of 
vacation, they shall be paid either time and one-half the straight-time rate or double time, 
whichever applies, according to the Overtime provisions of Article VIII, Section 8, for hours so 
worked in addition to being paid their regular compensation. Such employees shall also be 
given a full day off at a later date to compensate for vacation time lost for each of the vacation 
days on which the employee was called back to work. Employees who work on a 12 hour 
rotating schedule will receive 12 hours of replacement vacation if they are called back on a day 
they were scheduled to work. If employees on a 12 hour schedule are called back on a non-
scheduled day, they will receive 8 hours of replacement vacation. 
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(b) If an employee is called back to work by the Company during the hours of a partial day 
of vacation, they shall be paid either time and one-half the straight-time rate or double time, 
whichever applies, according to the Overtime provisions of Article VIII. Section 8. for hours so 
worked in addition to being paid their regular compensation. Such employees shall also be 
given replacement vacation hours equivalent to the scheduled amount of vacation interrupted 
by the call back, but will not receive an additional full day off as outlined previously in this 
Section. When an employee is called out just prior to a scheduled split or full week, or partial 
day of vacation, they shall advise the person dispatching when their scheduled vacation will 
start. Failure to notify will result in loss of the "full day" off at a later date or the replacement 
hours as provided for in this Section. When referenced in conjunction with partial days of 
vacation, the term call back will only be applied after the employee has actually started their 
scheduled vacation hours. 
(c) The vacation period for purposes of this Section shall be considered as follows: When a 
week of vacation is taken at one time, it shall consist of seven consecutive days and conform 
with the established work week (12:00am Monday to 11:59pm the following Sunday). In other 
words, the weekend prior to a full week of vacation would be treated as a normal call-out while 
the weekend subsequent to a full work week (Monday-Friday) will be treated as a vacation call 
back. When an employee takes a vacation of less than one week, the vacation period of each 
work day shall be from midnight on the quitting day to the following midnight or whatever 
other hour has been established in the department as the starting time of a new 24-hour day. 
(d) When an employee takes a vacation of a week or longer at one time, the Company will 
make every effort not to call back the employee to work from the quitting time on the last day 
of work to the starting time of the first day back to work. • 
Section 8. Holiday Within Vacation Period. 
(a) In addition to vacation allowance, employees may defer or shall be paid the applicable 
holiday allowance for the recognized holidays named in Article XII. Holidays. Section 2. of • 
this Agreement which are observed during vacations of a week or longer. No extra day of 
vacation shall be given in place of the holiday allowance. 
(b) When one of the recognized holidays falls on one of the employee's work days while on 
vacation of less than one week, such work day shall not be considered a day of vacation and the 
employee shall only be paid the holiday allowance for that day. 
Section 9. Leaving the Company. 
Employees are eligible for one-half, one, one and one-half, two, two and one-half, or 
three days of vacation pay, whichever applies, for each calendar month of service during the 
ten-month period of September 1 to June 30 inclusive. Any such employee leaving the 
Company's service after June 30 shall receive either one, two, three, four, five, or six weeks of 
vacation pay depending upon the length of service and classification of the employee. 
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ARTICLE XII HOLIDAYS 
Section 1. Employees Who Qualify. 
Only Class A and Class B employees as defined in Article IX, Classification of 
Employees, of this Agreement, are eligible for holiday allowance as hereinafter provided for. 
Section 2. Recognized Holidays. 
(a) Employees, except part-time or temporary, shall be paid for eight hours at their straight-
time rate for each recognized holiday. Part-time or temporary employees shall be paid at their 
straight-time rate for the average daily number of hours worked during the previous year for 
each recognized holiday. The recognized holidays are: 
(1) New Year's Day 
(2) Good Friday 
(3) Memorial Day 
(4) July 4 
(5) Labor Day 
(7) Friday after Thanksgiving 
(8) December 24 
(9) Christmas 
(10) Personal day of vacation 
(11) Personal day of vacation 
Exception for rotating shift workers: 
(10) December 31 
(11) Personal day of vacation 
Rotating shift workers are: 
Afterhours Clerk 
Afterhours Dispatcher 
Operations-Pulliam 
Operations-Weston 
Operations-Kewaunee Nuclear 
Radiation Technologist-Kewaunee Nuclear 
Chemistry Technologist-Kewaunee Nuclear 
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For the purpose of this Section, the following job classifications will be handled in the 
same manner as rotating shift workers: 
System Operating Attendant 
Coal and Yard-Pulliam 
Coal and Yard-Weston 
Operations-Hydro 
Plant Helper-Weston 
(b) When New Year's Day, July 4, and Christmas Day fall on a Sunday, they will be 
observed on the following Monday, except for rotating shift workers. 
(c) This holiday pay applies whether it is the employee's regular day to work or regular day 
off. 
Section 3. Deferred Holidays. 
(a) Within a payroll year, (the first pay period through the last pay period of the following 
year), employees may elect holiday allowance or time off at a later date for their corresponding 
holidays. When the Company determines there is not enough work, employees working four 10 
hour days will revert to five 8 hour days for the weeks when a holiday occurs and take the 
holiday off. An employee cannot elect to work the holiday if the work group is off. 
(b) Granting of holiday replacement days is on a first come basis without recognition of 
seniority. Holiday replacement days may be taken in increments equal to or greater than one 
quarter hour, but shall not be permitted to interfere with required operations or continuity of 
service. There is no objection to arranging holiday replacement days immediately following or 
preceding regular days off. 
(c) For rotating shift workers as previously defined in this Article, holiday replacement days 
shall exclude night shifts, Sundays, holidays, and when relief employees are available only at 
overtime rates. 
(d) Holiday replacement days not taken prior to the close of the last pay period of the 
payroll year will be paid on the last paycheck issued that year. 
(e) Holiday replacement days are not subject to the temporary relinquishment of vacation 
provisions in Article XI, Section 7, paragraph (a) of this Agreement. 
Section 4. Work On a Holiday. 
In addition to the allowed holiday pay as provided for in Section 2 fa) of this Article, 
double time shall be paid for all hours worked on a recognized holiday. The recognized holiday 
shall be from midnight to the following midnight, or whatever other hour has been established 
in the department as the starting time of a new 24 hour day. 
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ARTICLE XIII SICK LEAVE 
Section 1. Employees Who Qualify. 
Only Class A and Class B employees as defined in Article IX. Classification of 
Employees, of this Agreement, are eligible for the sick leave benefits as hereinafter provided 
for. 
Section 2. Period of Allowance. 
Compensation to regular full-time employees in any single absence due to illness will 
be continued for at least the first two weeks, plus one additional week for each full year of 
employment. Regular part-time or temporary employees (excluding Seasonal), and budgeted 
for 20 or more hours per week, receive no compensation for the first week of any single illness. 
Section 3. Sick Leave Make Up Hours. 
(a) Regular full-time employees, except as provided in part (b) of this Section, shall make 
up, according to the method provided for in this Agreement under Article XIV. Cancellation of 
Prepaid Undertime, the first 52 hours lost from work in any single illness due to illness. As an 
illustration, in the case of a two weeks' illness involving 80 hours lost from work, 28 hours are 
forgiven and 52 hours shall be made up. Hours which must be made up and for which the 
employees were compensated are defined as prepaid undertime hours. 
(b) Employees shall be required to make up time lost from regular work schedule for each 
individual illness according to the following table: 
0 months through 9 years of adjusted service First 52 hours 
10 years through 19 years of adjusted service First 40 hours 
20 years through 24 years of adjusted service First 24 hours 
25 or more years of adjusted service First 8 hours 
Necessary time off for reasons other than illness shall be made up by these employees 
the same as by other regular full-time employees. 
(c) A single absence due to illness shall be considered to be the entire time lost when an 
employee after returning to work must within thirty days lay off again due to the original 
illness. Each absence will be considered a separate lay off and accumulated prepaid undertime 
hours when an employee returns to work after more than thirty days between each absence. The 
Company will consider carefully the merits of the case in the application of this provision for 
those employees who are absent again for subsequent surgery related to the same illness if there 
is less than 60 days duration between each absence. A different illness, or if the employee's 
absence is due to a common cold or hay fever or similar chronic illness, will be considered a 
separate lay off and accumulate prepaid undertime hours. 
(d) Absences for intermittent treatment (30 or more days between each absence, but at less 
than six-month intervals) for allergies, blood treatments, cancers, diabetes, heart conditions, 
pregnancy, or multiple sclerosis will be considered as a single illness and not subject to 
additional undertime hours. 
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Section 4. Extended Illness. 
In case of extended illness, where disability extends beyond the employee's accrued 
sick leave, employees may choose to utilize their vacation to continue payment of wages at 
100%. When the employee has exhausted all of their accrued sick leave and vacation, if the 
employee chooses to utilize vacation, they will be transferred to Short Term Disability (STD). 
When on STD, the employee will receive wages equivalent to 70% of their base wage rate for a 
period not to exceed six (6) months from the date of the illness. Following the expiration of 
STD, the employee will be placed on Long Term Disability benefits if they qualify, and the pay 
rate will be adjusted to 60% of their base wage rate. 
Section 5. Returning to Work. 
Employees who are off duty because of sickness and recuperation therefrom will return 
to work only if they are qualified to do so. 
ARTICLE XIV CANCELLATION OF PREPAID UNDERTIME 
Section 1. Applying Overtime Hours. 
(a) Prepaid undertime resulting from sick leave and other necessary time off shall be made 
up by applying against such prepaid undertime any overtime hours worked by the employee. 
This also includes hours worked while on vacation relief and while on call outs. Regularly 
scheduled hours worked on a holiday, the regular holiday allowance, rest period, and overtime 
cancellation pay shall not be applied against prepaid undertime. 
(b) Those hours worked which are offset against prepaid undertime shall be applied on a 
basis of every two hours worked canceling three hours of undertime. As an example, 60 hours 
of prepaid undertime are canceled by 40 hours of actual work put in outside of regular 
schedule. This applies to shift workers as well as well as day workers. When overtime hours are 
worked at double time, they shall be applied against prepaid undertime hours on a basis of 
every one hour worked canceling two hours of prepaid undertime. 
Section 2. Applying Vacation Hours. 
Employees may, instead of working make up hours, use vacation hours to make up the 
required time, at the ratio of two vacation hours for three prepaid undertime hours, in any 
increments equal to or greater than one-quarter hour. To be compatible with Article XI, 
Vacations, Section 5, Arranging Vacation Periods, cancellation of undertime shall be in 
increments equal to or greater than one-quarter hour. 
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Section 3. Partial Cancellation at End of Year. 
A maximum of 60 hours prepaid undertime which was accumulated one year or more 
prior to the close of the last pay period of that payroll year and which the employee did not 
have an opportunity to make up will be canceled on the close of the last pay period of that 
payroll year of each year, if no sick leave was incurred during the last 12 months. If less than 
60 hours of sick time are accumulated in the current year, the difference between 60 hours and 
the actual amount of sick leave for that year will be canceled from any undertime hours 
incurred in the previous contract year. Provided all other provisions of the Agreement are 
followed, (i.e. Article X. Article VIII, Section 8 (g)). an employee will not be required, but may 
be offered the opportunity to make up prepaid undertime by performing duties which existing 
practice has indicated are not related to the existing job or department. 
ARTICLE XV LEAVES AND LAY OFFS 
Section 1. Leave of Absence. 
(a) A maximum of 60 days leave of absence may be granted to an employee for reasons 
other than either accepting employment elsewhere or illness, with the written approval of the 
department head, provided they can be reasonably spared from duty. Whether an employee can 
be reasonably spared from duty is determined by the cost and convenience to the Company, the 
length of service of the employee, and the individual merits of the case. 
(b) Such leave of absence may be extended to six months or longer with the written 
approval of the President. While on leave of absence, the employee shall not be deemed to have 
forfeited their seniority rights. When the leave of absence is more than 60 days, the employee 
shall be permitted to return to work only if they are physically qualified to do so. If the 
employee remains away from work for a period longer than authorized, or if they accept 
employment elsewhere, their employment with the Company shall be deemed to have 
terminated. 
Section 2. Lay Off, Severance and Recall. 
(a) The Company and the Union share a common interest in continued employment and 
will make reasonable efforts to avoid a layoff. In an effort to avoid layoffs, the Company will 
consider options including but not limited to job abandonments, voluntary separations and 
retirements by seniority for an occupational group at a location where a workforce reduction is 
necessary. The Company will also consider normal attrition and elimination of contractors 
doing work that can be performed by bargaining unit employees. Layoff is considered the least 
desirable option. 
(b)-When the Company determines that other options are not sufficient, it will give the 
Union a 12-month written notice of layoff. This layoff notice will identify the initial 
occupational group(s) and location(s) and the number of employees affected. It is recognized 
that as circumstances change within an occupational group at that location, this layoff date may 
be extended and the numbers may be reduced without issuing a new 12-month notice. Layoffs 
pursuant to this Subsection (b) will be by Company seniority within an occupational group at a 
location. (An employee's Company seniority is determined by their service date as shown 
within Human Resources' PeopleSoft System.) 
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<c) Within that 12 months, but at least two months in advance of the date designated for 
layoff pursuant to Subsection (a) above, the Company and the Union will meet with the most 
junior affected employees in the occupational group at that location to explain the following 
options: 
(1) Bumping 
(2) Layoff 
(3) Severance 
Within three (3) working days of being notified of their options, the employee must 
elect one of these options. If the employee does not elect or is not eligible for an option, they 
will be laid off on the date designated. 
(d) An employee electing to bump may select one of the following three alternatives based 
on Company seniority: 
(1) Bump the most junior employee at the location at which the reduction is taking 
place if they are qualified to do such work. 
(2) Bump the most junior employee in the employee's Company occupational work 
group. 
(3) Bump the most junior employee in the Company if they are qualified to do such 
work. 
(e) In this Section the term qualified means an employee whom the Company has 
determined to currently possess the necessary basic aptitudes, attitude, physical ability, 
education, work record and experience to satisfy the established requirements for selection or 
placement in an occupation. All prerequisite training will be accomplished in a reasonable 
amount of time. 
(f) If the employee bumps, and their current pay is above the new job progression, the 
employee's pay will follow Article VIII Section 14 of this Agreement. 
(g) An employee bumping to a different job will have bidding priority to return to their 
original job and location according to their Company seniority if they are competent to perform 
the work. Such employees will relocate at their own expense. 
(h) An employee who elects layoff or who was not eligible for another option will be laid 
off as of the designated layoff date. Employees will retain recall rights for five (5) years or until 
recalled, whichever occurs first. The Company will maintain the recall list. Seniority is restored 
after recall but is not accrued during layoff. 
(i) Job openings will be posted within the company first with active employees having 
bidding rights. Employees on recall will be recalled by Company seniority when an opening 
occurs if they are qualified to perform the duties. Recalled employees returning to the same job 
will return at the same classification and progression step that corresponds with their status 
when laid off. 
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(j) If an employee on layoff does not report for work within fifteen (15) calendar days of 
the date of the Company's notice of recall, their seniority and employment will be considered 
terminated. It shall be the responsibility of each employee on layoff to keep the Company 
apprised of their current address. An employee electing layoff or laid off shall not be entitled to 
severance pay. 
(k) If an employee elects severance, they will be terminated and paid severance pay in 
accordance with the following schedule: 
Years of Service Amount 
Less than 2 years 2 weeks 
2 but less than 4 years 3 weeks 
4 but less than 5 years 1 month 
5 years or more 2 weeks for each full year of service 
An employee who elects severance pay has their seniority and employment terminated 
and is not eligible for recall. 
(1) Severance pay amount is the basic straight-time wage paid at the time of termination, 
excluding pay additives and premium pay amount, times the number of hours worked in a 
normal workweek (to a maximum of 40 hours). It shaii be paid in a lump sum. An employee 
who elects severance shall not be eligible for recall. A severance payment shall be paid to the 
surviving spouse or dependent children in the event the employee dies. 
(m) When bumping and recalling employees, it is recognized that an exception may be 
made for specialized skills and abilities. In that event, the Company will notify the Union 
before deviating from seniority rules.and if the Union so desires, the matter will be negotiated. 
Section 3. Military Leave. 
(a) The re-employment rights of employees are provided for under the Federal 1951 
Universal Military Training and Service Act and the Uniformed Services Employment and Re-
employment Rights Act (USERRA). Any amendments to these Acts shall govern the rehiring 
of employees who left the Company to enter military service. 
(b) Employees who return to work from military service within the required 90 days of the 
Act will have the full amount of their insurance reinstated as of the time they entered service. 
(c) Employees who become physically unfit to assume the duties of their former jobs as a 
result of active service with the armed forces will be given employment, if possible, within 
their capacity upon their return to the Company. 
(d) Special consideration for an extended leave of absence will be given those employees 
who volunteer their services to the armed forces during any national military emergency. 
(e) When employees make application for re-employment as provided for under the Federal 
Act, those of less seniority will be required to accept such demotions as are necessary. 
Seniority of employees serving with the military forces continues during the period of such 
service, just as though the employees were still employed by the Company. 
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(f) Changes of jobs either into or through jobs vacated by employees going into military 
services will be considered temporary, with the rights of employees of greatest seniority 
recognized in bidding for those jobs when the employees in service have returned. 
(g) New employees hired to replace employees entering the armed forces are temporary 
employees and may be released upon return from military service of the regular occupants of 
the jobs without any guarantee of their wage. 
(h) Employees with reserve or National Guard obligation as part of an initial enlistment and 
who are eligible for a maximum of two weeks vacation which is taken during the annual two-
week military training duty will be granted an additional week of vacation (40 hours at straight-
time hourly rate). 
(i) In extreme military situations such as war, the Company will pay the employee's and 
dependent's COBRA and group life insurance premiums for a period of twelve (12) months. 
The Company will also reimburse the employee the difference between their military pay and 
their base wage rate for a period of six (6) months. This paragraph may be deactivated, 
modified, or terminated at any time at the Company's discretion provided the Union Business 
Manager is notified prior to the change. 
ARTICLE XVI BENEFIT PLANS 
Section 1. Plan Changes. 
Any changes or amendments to the Wisconsin Public Service Corporation Non-
Administrative Employees' Retirement, Post Retirement Medical, Post Retirement Dental, 
Medical, Dental, Life Insurance, Health and Dependant Care Spending Account, Long-Term 
Disability, Severance Pay, or the Employees' Stock Ownership Plan and Trust plans affecting 
employees covered by this Agreement will be negotiated with the Union before being placed 
into effect. 
Section 2. Eligibility. 
Employees of the Company covered by this Agreement receive various Plan benefits. 
Refer to the individual Summary Plan Descriptions for specific benefits and eligibility 
requirements. 
Section 3. Designated Providers. 
The Medical Plan provides coverage for counseling in areas such as mental illness, 
alcohol and other drug abuse, marriage, debt (financial), and family support. To be eligible for 
coverage, counseling must be provided within the designated network. Refer to the Medical 
Summary Plan Description for specific benefits and eligibility requirements. 
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ARTICLE XVII PRACTICES 
Section 1. Existing Practices. 
All existing practices pertaining to hours, working conditions, rules, and regulations not 
specifically mentioned in this Agreement shall continue in force as at present until they are 
adjusted by mutual agreement between the Company and the Union. 
Section 2. Study of Practices. 
The duly appointed representatives of the Union and the Company shall study and 
investigate practices relating to wages, hours, and working conditions for the purpose of 
suggesting improvements which may be agreed upon from time to time without disadvantage to 
either party. 
ARTICLE XVIII MISCELLANEOUS 
Section 1. Injuries. 
Any employee of the Company covered by this Agreement who is injured while on 
duty, shall be entitled, upon recovery, to their former position with full seniority rights, 
provided they are physically qualified to return to work. 
Section 2. Contracting of Work. 
(a) It is agreed that whenever work is let to contractors, preference will be given to 
contractors employing union labor. Refer to Attachment D. 
(b) Electric and gas operating and maintenance work normally performed by regular crews 
shall not be contracted except when conditions are such that regular crews cannot perform the 
work or when the work requires the use of special construction equipment the Company does 
not possess. In such cases, the Company will provide written notice to the Union Business 
Manager and the agreed to designated local Union official for each instance. 
(c) The following practices apply to letting overhead line work to contractors: 
(1) A contractor will not build an overhead distribution line of less than 1,000 feet in 
length. An overhead distribution line is defined as temporary or permanent primary, 
secondary, or service facilities. For the purpose of this Section, services, and 
temporary facilities of less than 1,000 feet in length, will not be used to establish 
the 1,000-foot measurement. In determining the length of the line: 
a. Overlapping primary and secondary conductors will be counted as single line 
footage. 
b. The length of the primary and secondary will be included in aggregate. 
c. The measurement shall not have a gap of one or more spans. 
(2) A contractor will not build an overhead distribution line to an existing line, but may 
temporarily dead-end the line to an existing pole with sufficient safe clearance 
below the energized circuits. 
(3) The physical moving of an existing pole line will not be let to a contractor. 
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(4) A contractor may cover energized lines and place other protective equipment as 
required for the performance of their work. 
(5) Overhead line work as covered by items (1), (2), and (3) of this paragraph may be 
let to a contractor when either (a) an emergency exists jeopardizing life, public 
safety, property and service to customers, or (b) a public authority requires work to 
be completed at a certain time and it cannot be done with the regular crews of the 
Company without materially adversely affecting Company operations. When it is 
necessary to so employ a contractor, the Union Branch Chairman and Steward will 
be advised of the Company's plans prior to starting the job. 
(6) The conditions under items (1), (2), and (3) above may be waived at any time at the 
discretion of the local Branch Chairman and the Business Manager. If the local 
Branch Chairman cannot obtain a decision from the Business Manager, within 
three working days from time of inquiry by the supervisor, then the decision is 
made by the local Branch Chairman. 
(7) When contractors are performing work allowed under items (1), (2) and (4) above, 
Company employees are not entitled to compensating employee-hours of overtime. 
(8) When contractors are performing work defined as non-contractor work covered 
under items (1), (2) and (3), Company employees will be entitled to compensating 
employee-hours of overtime for any overtime worked by a contractor during the 
first five regular workdays of the week or on the sixth workday of the week. The 
exceptions to employees receiving this overtime are as follows: 
a. Company employees will not be entitled to compensating employee-hours of 
overtime in excess of the first five crew-hours of overtime worked by the 
contractor when this excess overtime is spent setting up and maintaining 
barricades or doing general clean up. 
b. When contractors are working overtime as a result of a bid job where the choice 
to work overtime is made by the contractor. 
c. When contractors are performing non-contractor work under Article XVIII, 
Section 2, par (b) and contractible work per Article X is being performed by 
Local 310 members. 
(d) The following practices apply to letting gas street work to contractors: 
(1) All tapping of and making connections to live mains willbe done by Company 
employees. 
(2) The installation of steel pipe, 2" and smaller, including the excavation and 
backfilling of trenches for both services and mains, will be done by Company 
employees. 
(3) The installation of steel pipe larger than 2", and plastic pipe, including the 
excavation and backfilling of trenches for both services and mains, may be let to 
contractors. 
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(4) Gas street work covered in items (1) and (2) may be let a contractor when either (a) 
an emergency exists jeopardizing life, public safety, property and service to 
customers, or (b) public authority requires work to be completed at a certain time 
and it cannot be done with the regular crews of the Company without materially 
adversely affecting Company operations. When it is necessary to so employ a 
contractor, the local Branch Chairman and Steward will be advised of the 
Company's plans prior to starting the job. 
(5) The conditions described under items (1) and (2) above may be waived, at any 
time, at the discretion of the local Branch Chairman and the Business Manager. If 
the local Branch Chairman cannot obtain a decision from the Business Manager 
within three working days from time of inquiry by the supervisor, the decision can 
then be made by the local Branch Chairman. 
(6) When contractors are performing work covered under item (3), Company 
employees are not entitled to compensating employee-hours of overtime. 
(7) When contractors are performing work covered under items (1) and (2), Company 
employees are entitled to compensating employee-hours of overtime for any 
overtime worked by a contractor during the first five regular workdays of the week 
or on the sixth workday of the week, with the following exceptions: 
a. When the contractor does the complete job covered under items (1) and (2), 
Company employees will not be entitled to compensating employee-hours of 
overtime for the first five crew-hours of overtime worked per week (Monday 
through Friday) by the contractor on backfilling or trenching operations. 
b. When the contractor is only performing the trenching, backfilling and related 
work in support of a job covered under items (l).and (2). Company employees 
will not be entitled to compensating employee-hours of overtime for the hours 
worked by a contractor (Monday through Friday) performing trenching and 
related work before Company employees arrive on the job in the morning or 
after the Company employees have left the job at the end of the day. 
c. Company employees will not be entitled to compensating employee-hours of 
overtime in excess of the first five crew-hours of overtime worked by the 
contractor on backfilling or trenching operations during the first five regular 
workdays of the week or for any time worked on the sixth workday of the week 
when this excess time is spent filling depressed ditches, setting up and 
maintaining barricades, or doing general clean up work. 
(8) If a contractor transfers their work crew at the regular closing hour of the day to a 
job that is normally performed by contractors for the purpose of avoiding 
compensating overtime to "Company employees, such overtime by the contractor 
shall be considered compensating for Company employees. If the contractor 
finishes a job which is normally Company work by the close of the regular day and 
then transfers in good faith to a job normally done by contractors and puts in a 
longer workday, no compensating overtime is due to Company employees. 
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(9) When compensating overtime is incurred by the contractor, Company employees 
will be given overtime as follows: 
a. Compensating overtime by the contractor is converted to employee-hours by 
multiplying the number of overtime hours worked by the crew by the number of 
employees who were in that crew to determine the total compensating 
employee-hours of overtime. 
b. Total compensating employee-hours of overtime will be worked by the 
Company employees simultaneously with the contractor, or as soon thereafter as 
is practicable and will be distributed among the Gas Street department 
employees as equitably as is practicable during the course of the year. This 
overtime worked by . Company employees will be identified as being 
compensation for contractors' overtime. 
c. The type of work performed by Company employees will consist of any typical 
work done by the Gas Street department. The overtime will be of a scheduled 
nature, not emergency overtime. Scheduled overtime is that overtime for which 
employees were notified prior to 6:00 p.m. of the previous day. 
(10) Inspection of contractors' work as to type, amount, and time is strictly a 
management function. There is no bar to inspectors remaining on the job after 
hours if the work is of such a nature that the inspection should be continued. The 
inspector is under full obligation to follow the decision of the supervisor in this 
respect. 
(11) Any complaints by the Union membership with respect to contractors will be 
promptly reported by the Union officials to the Company supervisors. If there is 
failure to reach an adjustment of the complaint within five (5) days, the matter shall 
be handled in accordance with the appropriate provisions of this Agreement. 
(e) When it is necessary to employ a contractor, the local Branch Chairman and Steward 
will be advised of the Company's plans prior to starting the job. 
(1) For electric distribution line contracting, a form or letter may be used. 
(2) For electrical transmission line contracting, a Notification of Electrical 
Transmission Line Contracting Form is used. 
(3) For gas street work, a form or letter may be used. 
(4) Annual blanket notification letters advising the Union of Company's intention to 
use contractors for work that is described in this Section is permitted with the 
consent of the local Branch Chairman or Steward. To avoid misunderstandings, 
when it becomes necessary to let work to contractor that is not described in this 
Section, the local Company Leader will advise the local Branch Chairman and 
Steward of the Company's intention to let the work to a contractor. A form or letter 
as described in (1) and (3) above should be used. 
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Section 3. Company Meetings. 
Employees while off duty may be required to attend meetings sponsored by the 
Company. Time spent at the Company meeting which the employees are required to attend will 
be considered as work hours. 
Section 4. Company-Union Meetings. 
(a) Every effort will be made by the Company and the Union to negotiate matters pertaining 
to this Agreement and grievances so as not to interfere with the normal work hours of the 
employees attending such meetings. When it becomes necessary for an employee to lose time 
from their work because of such meetings, there shall be no deduction in pay for loss of time 
for their normal regular hours. 
(b) Employees are paid for regular hours lost from work up to a maximum of eight hours 
per day for attendance at contract negotiations. The Union President is paid straight time for a 
maximum of four hours for time lost from work to attend a third step grievance meeting. 
Transportation and meal expenses of Union members will not be paid by the Company for their 
attendance at contract or grievance meetings. Meetings of Union nature are not compensable, 
i.e. preparation meetings for contract negotiations and grievances. 
Section 5. Bulletin Boards. 
The Union shall have reasonable use of the Company bulletin boards for the purpose of 
posting notices pertaining to the Union and its members. The Union notices shall contain 
nothing which is political, controversial, or reflecting in a derogatory manner upon the 
Company, any of its employees, or any labor organization among its employees. All Union 
notices shall be signed by an official of the Union. Either the Union or the Company may 
remove from the bulletin boards any Union notice which does not comply with this provision. 
Section 6. Provisions in Conflict with the Law. 
In the event that any provision of this Agreement shall conflict with any Federal or 
State law, order, directive, or regulation now or hereafter enacted or issued, such provision 
shall not remain operative or binding upon the parties, but the remaining portions of this 
Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. 
Section 7. Employees Temporarily Loaned. 
Employees temporarily loaned by the Company to another company as employees of 
Wisconsin Public Service Corporation will be governed by the terms of this Agreement while 
on loan. 
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ARTICLE XIX DURATION OF AGREEMENT 
Section 1. Duration. 
The provisions of this Agreement supersede all previous Agreements by the parties 
hereto and shall be in effect through October 21, 2006, and from year to year thereafter unless 
written notice of termination or amendment or change in the terms thereof is given by either 
party to the other at least 60 days prior to any anniversary date of this Agreement. If at such 
time any changes or amendments are desired, such written notice shall contain a list of the 
changes or amendments proposed. Negotiations shall begin within ten days of receipt of notice 
unless otherwise agreed upon. 
Section 2. Mediation, Arbitration, and Termination. 
(a) If agreement cannot be reached on amendments to this Agreement, the parties are 
directed to promptly submit disputed amendment or amendments to a mediator of the Federal 
Mediation and Conciliation Service. 
<b) If the mediator cannot secure agreement, the parties may by mutual consent submit the 
disputed amendments to arbitration in accordance with Article II, Section 2. of this Agreement. 
The matters which may be submitted to arbitration shall be limited to issues not settled at the 
time of arbitration and which were brought up in the original contract demands. 
(c) If agreement cannot be reached on disputed amendments pursuant to action taken under 
paragraph (a), and if arbitration has not been had under paragraph (b), either party may, upon 
60 days' written notice to the other, terminate this Agreement. 
Section 3. Reopeners. 
Should economic conditions warrant, either party may reopen this Agreement for 
negotiations by giving written notice to the other party. Negotiations shall begin within ten 
days of receipt of such notice unless otherwise mutually agreed upon. In cases of reopenings, 
all other provisions of this Agreement shall remain in effect as provided for in Section 1 of this 
Article. 
Section 4. Bargaining Agent. 
If the Union at any time while this Agreement is in force ceases to be the certified and 
exclusive bargaining representative of all the employees covered by this Agreement, this 
Agreement shall automatically terminate at the next expiration date. 
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In witness whereof the respective parties hereto have affixed their hands and seal by 
their fully authorized representatives. 
Signed this 12th day of, November 2003. 
WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE 
CORPORATION 
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF 
OPERATING ENGINEERS OF AFL-
CIO, LOCAL NO. 310 
Larry L. Weyers 
Chairman - President &CEO 
Wisconsin Public Service Corporation 
Gregory Veith 
President 
Bernard J. Treml 
Vice President Human Resources 
David L. Mehrer 
Recording Secretary 
Attest: Kenneth J. Adams 
Business Manager - Local 310 
BARGAINING COMMITEE: 
Kenneth J. Adams - Local 310 
Paul E. Beimborn - Local 310 
Gary D. DeWolfe - WPSC 
Mark Hoffman - Local 310 
Steven A. Mc Farlane - Local 310 
Greg Smith - WPSC 
Gregory Veith - Local 310 
Gary G. Bancroft - Local 310 
Larry Borgard - WPSC 
Dave Harpole - WPSC 
Pat Kelly-Local 310 
David L. Mehrer - Local 310 
Bernard J. Treml - WPSC 
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Attachment A - Commute Daily to Job Site 
Note: Daily commuting over 60 miles is not encouraged for health and safety reasons. 
Other than the first and last day of the job or workweek, commuting must be on personal time 
unless mutually agreed otherwise. When working beyond 60 miles from headquarters, if crews 
mutually agree to work four 10-hour days, overnight stay is required. Mileage is based on 
headquarters to job site. 
Commute Daily 
to Job Sit* 
Company Time 
Company Vehicle 
No mileage 
payment 
Corp Labor 
No Entry 
f End J 
Company Time one way, 
Personal Time the Other 
100% Crew Participation 
Personal Time 
Personal Vehicle 
Driver gets 
standard mileage 
DRIVER ONLY 
Corp Labor - TRIP Folder 
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES 
Enter actual milts in Mileage 
( En" ) 
Company Vehicle 
Rates are J.55/mile 
up lo $66.00 max . 
Tax implications: 
J.5 j/mile is taxable to both 
driver and passenger 
Corp Labor - TRIP Folder 
TRIP EXPENSES 
Enter Mileage, Click Driver or 
Passenger. Click Company Vehicle 
Personal Vehicle 
Rales are S.85/mile 
up to S 102.00 max 
Tax implications: 
S.49/mile taxable to driver 
S.B5/mik taxable to passenger 
Corp Labor - TRIP Folder 
TRIP EXPENSES 
Enter Mileage, Click Driver 
or Passenger, Click Personal 
Vehicle 
T End J f End J 
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Attachment B - Overnight Stay Options 
Commute to Job Site 
With Overnight Stay 
Per Diem 
t?0.967person which 
includes S31 -00 for meals 
No Receipts Required 
Actuat Motel Costs 
Meal/expense allowance 
of$31.00/day 
Company Vehicle 
No Mileage 
payment 
r Corp Labor - TRIP folder 
TRIP EXPENSES 
Per Diem 
Click TRIP Overnight 
"1 
Personal Vehicle 
1 ' 
Driver gets standard 
mileage going to and 
returning from the job 
site and designated 
motel. 
1 
' 
Company Vehicle 
" 
No Mileage 
payment 
Personal Vehicle 
Driver gets standard 
mileage going to and 
returning from the job 
site and designated 
motel. 
Corp Labor - TRIP foldei 
TRIP EXPENSES 
Per Diem 
Click TRIP Overnight 
( End ) 
DRIVER ONLY 
Corp Labor - TRIP Folder 
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES 
Enter actual miles in Mileage 
C End J 
Use Expense Account 
for reimbursement of 
Incidental MzJes, 
Meal/Expense Allowance 
and Actual Motel Costs 
( End ) 
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Attachment C - Commute to Job Site with Overnight Stay 
Note: Daily commuting over 60 miles is not encouraged for health and safety reasons. 
Other than the first and last day of the job or workweek, commuting must be on personal time. 
When working beyond 60 miles from headquarters, if employees mutually agree to work four 
10-hour days, expectations are that crews will stay overnight due to safety reasons. Mileage is 
based on headquarters to job site. 
Commute to Job Site 
Company Time 
Company Vehicle 
No Mileage 
payment 
Corp Labor 
No Entry 
Personal Vehicle 
Driver gets 
standard mileage 
DRIVER ONLY 
Corp Labor -TRIP Folder 
1NCIDENTA L EXPENSES 
Enter actual miles in Mileage 
Personal Time 
Company Vehicle 
Rates are S.55/mile 
up to £66.00 max 
Tax Implications: 
$.5S/mile is taxable to 
both driver and passenger 
Corp Labor - TRIP Folder 
TRIP EXPENSES 
Enter Mileage 
Click Driver or Passenger 
Click Company Vehicle 
{ Overnight Stay Options ) 
Personal Vehicle 
Rates are t.SS/mile 
up to S102.00 max 
Tax Implications: 
t A9/milt is taxable to dtivet 
J.85/milc taxable to passenger 
Corp Labor - TRIP Folder 
TRIP EXPENSES 
Enter Mileage 
Click Driver or Passenger 
Click Company Vehicle 
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Attachment D - Union Preference 
(Page 1 of3) 
e\v energiz Vwisconsin a^^Ch) 
August 3,1999 
Ms. Maureen Hoverson 
Chairperson 
Utility Workers Coalition 
1602 South Park Street, Room 226 
Madison, WI 53715 
Dear Ms. Hoverson: 
We have reviewed your July 22~ letter that summariaiesi ihe coopcrsiive legislative effort 
of our companies and your organizations with regard to Reliability 2000. We also 
understand the clarification you are seeking to our letter of April 8, which responded to 
your letter of March 17. Before addressing the specific requests in your letter, we wish lo 
indicate our strong agreement that the cooperation and coordination between our 
companies and your organizations has been a model for approaching legislative issues in 
a manner that is most effective in reaching mutually agreed upon objectives. We would 
not have gotten as far as we have with this legislation - very close to success - were it 
not for our commitment to work together to focus upon common areas of agreement and 
to find constructive solutions for issues that may otherwise have been divisive. We also 
agree with your view on the importance of building on the basis of confidence and mist 
developed in this process to meet the legislative challenges that will likely occur in the 
future concerning our industry. 
•' v ' 
With regard to your specific requests, we have restated the responses in our April 3,1999 
letter to indicate dearly that organized labor will be given a preference for maintaining 
and operating energy asset facilities in Wisconsin for which our companies have a 
controlling interest. This revised response is attached. 
With regard to the successor language, our companies successfully supported 
incorporation of acceptable contract successor language in the Governor's bill. Further, 
upon enactment, we commit to formalizing these successor rights into contract 
provisions. We believe it appropriate, however, to leave to the individual unions and 
companies exactly how and when the contract language is incorporated into the various 
agreements, according to the specific contract amendment procedures in the individual 
labor agreements. Again, we wish to stress, however, that we are comrnitted to this 
process. 
22 N.CwroU StiSulte 200 iMadmn. wl S370J f flaJM-MU-^FAX 60S-WS-t578 
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Attachment D 
(Page 2 o f 3 ) 
Ms. Maureen Hoverson 
Page2 
August .3, 1999 
We hope this addresses your requests and removes any doubt concerning our honoring 
the commitments we made. We look forward to continuing to work together in this 
legislative effort, and to the greatest extent possible, in the future. 
Sincerely, 
yC**f£#Zty+< 
Larry L. Weyers Richard A. Abdoo 
Chairman & CEO Chairman & CEO 
Wisconsin Public Service Corporation Wisconsin Energy 
Erroll B. Davis, Jr. 
President & CEO 
Alliant Energy 
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Attachment D 
(Page 3 of 3) 
RESPONSE TO APRIL 22,1999 LETTER 
<Revised> 
We maintain the position that elimination of the asset cap is critical to the long-term 
success of our companies, and we will work with our unions to assure that asset cap 
elimination does not negatively impact your members. 
This proposal will not change the foreign corporation section of the law. 
We will support adding the following language to the legislation: 
"The Public Service Commission of Wisconsin shall not approve a voluntary sale 
or transfer of energy asset facilities* unless the buyer assumes the existing labor 
agreement relating to operation of those facilities." 
w't dcctpl feotoval of the study provjsienj. 
Wc commit that when a company in which we have acomrolliflg interest engages in a 
major energy asset facility construction project in Wisconsin, we will give preference 
in awarding project bids to union contractors. 
A commitment that when a company for which we have a controlling interest is 
responsible for operating and maintaining a large energy asset facility in Wisconsin, 
we will give preference to union labor for the operation and maintenance. 
We wiJl work vigorously to comply with the requirements of Act 204. 
* "Energy asset facilities" are Wisconsin facilities owned by a Wisconsin investor-owned 
utility used in production, generation, transmission, or distribution of gas, electric, or 
steam energy. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
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Attachment £ - Successor Language 
"In the event of a sale, purchase, or any other transfer of ownership (hereinafter 
"Transaction") of one or more divisions, departments, or business units, or any other assets 
(hereinafter "Unit") of a public utility, holding company, or public utility-affiliate (hereinafter 
"Selling Entity"), the terms of the Transaction with the acquiring entity or person(s) shall 
require the entity or persons to offer employment to operate and maintain the Unit to all of the 
Selling Entity's non-supervisory employees covered by this collective bargaining agreement 
employed at the time of the Transaction. The acquiring entity or person(s) must offer 
employment to the Unit's non-supervisory employees covered by this collective bargaining 
agreement at no less than the wage rates and substantially equivalent fringe benefits and terms 
and conditions of employment (hereinafter "Employment Terms") that are in effect at the time 
of the Transaction. The acquiring entity or person(s) shall maintain the Employment Terms 
during the 30 months following the Transaction (hereinafter "Transaction Period") unless 
different terms and conditions of employment are collectively bargained. 
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Attachment F - On Call Process 
(Page 1 of 4) 
Introduction 
This procedure incorporates the use of an "On Call" person. This procedure applies to 
the Electric Line, Gas Service, Gas Street and Gas Maintenance workgroups. Covered 
workgroups will incorporate the use of a pager/cell phone with a truck at home. The people in 
the work group would rotate to be the "On Call" person and all employees will participate. The 
"On Call" person must be available, accept the after hours calls, and have a truck at home for 
quick response. The other workgroup members on the call list have expectations of their 
acceptance of after hour's calls as covered below. If workload dictates, there could be more 
than one "On Call" person at a location. 
Process Design 
1. Method of Contact 
. Each Site maintains their call list, including call list order. If the call list incorporates an 
"On Call" person, the "On Call" person is the top person on their workgroup's call list. 
• Grouped Sites have the option of which site is called first. Response Time data should 
be considered when making this choice. 
• Pager/cell phone means both devices will be used. Employee call list profiles should 
include all three devices (cell phone, pager, home phone). Employees should arrange 
these devices in the order that helps facilitate reaching the employee in the shortest 
amount of time. 
2. Measurements 
Current measurement systems and future measurement systems will be utilized to 
collect response data. 
Data shall be collected on all calls (during regular hours as well as after-hours). All 
employees, no matter what position they are on the call list, shall collect the response 
data. 
Only data points in which an individual is called from home will be used to create the 
corporate average. 
3. Response Expectations 
For reasons of public safety and customer service, WPS employees need to respond to 
after-hours calls within a reasonable amount of time. In order to meet these expectations of 
reasonable response, the "On Call" employees need to be able to respond to the local 
WPSC office or the center of customer base within 30 minutes from the location in which 
they are called or paged. Existing employees (as of the date of contract ratification) within 
the workgroups who presently cannot respond within 30 minutes because of the location of 
their residence will be exempt but can not increase their existing response time. 
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Attachment F - On Call Process 
(Page 2 of 4) 
4. Acceptance Expectations 
. "On Call" Employee: 
- Availability and acceptance of after hour calls is mandatory, except in extenuating 
circumstances. 
- While on call, the employee is allowed the freedom to pursue their personal interest 
and business as long as they can meet reasonable expectations on response time and 
are fit for duty (see number 3 above). 
- Trading or substituting of the employee's position on call is acceptable if agreeable 
with the local work group (employees including leader). Working out trading is the 
responsibility of the employee and local management should be informed in 
advance of the trading. An employee can fulfill their responsibility for being on call 
if they can arrange an acceptable trade. 
• Other employees on the call list should accept a reasonable amount of after hour calls to 
be determined and addressed by the local work group (employees including leader). 
Factors that will be considered to evaluate reasonable acceptance are: 
- at all times of the year (season) 
- at all times of the day and days of the week (accepting calls only on Sunday or not 
taking them after 10 PM would be examples that are not reasonable) 
- during all weather conditions (accepting calls only in good weather is not 
reasonable) 
for holidays or other special days (accepting only holiday calls or never accepting 
holiday calls is not reasonable) 
- during varying times of the work day (taking calls only if they result in rest period is 
not reasonable) 
- of all types of calls (cherry picking is not reasonable) 
• Local work groups (employees including leader) pre-determine back filling processes 
for vacation, sick time, worked too many hours, etc. 
• Local work groups (employees including leader) are responsible for managing the call 
list per a pre-determined process at that site. 
5. Tools Needed 
• The local work group (employees including leader) should determine which truck meets 
the need to handle after hour trouble calls. 
• Communication 
- Cellular phones 
- Pagers 
- Local phone 
6. Compensation - For compensation see Wage Schedule. 
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Attachment F - On Call Process 
(Page 3 of 4) 
7. Time Reporting 
. Time reporting for the call out will begin when the employee K-8's from the truck or 
reports to the office. 
. For the purpose of this agreement driving the Company vehicle from office to home and 
from home to office is not considered hours worked. 
• Travel from home to a job site and travel from a job site to home is paid time. 
. The hours "On Call" are those hours outside the forty hours of work scheduled for the 
individual employee. 
. All payments will be considered as ordinary payments. 
• All monetary amounts shall be adjusted annually by the agreed upon General Wage 
Increase (GWI) as per the provisions of Article VIII Section 2 of the Labor Agreement. 
• The average of all data points in which an employee responds from home (combined 
Gas and Electric) in the DisCo will be used to determine if bonus payments should be 
paid. 
• The data will be looked at on a contract year basis to determine the average corporate 
response time. 
8. Personal use of Company Equipment 
Refer to Corporate procedure on WPSC PowerNet. 
Refer to draft policy dated 9/24/99 (Personal use of Company Vehicles or Motorized 
Equipment) 
9. Other 
. Employees will only be on one list as the "On Call" employee. 
• As conditions change and data is gathered, there may be reason to change when and 
where this process is used. It may be necessary to make changes as the process is used 
and more is learned about the performance of the process, customer input, etc. 
• If the workgroups cannot agree on solutions for issues within this process, management 
has the responsibility to move the process forward by contacting the process owner. 
. Normally it is preferred that the "On Call" individuals not participate in planned 
overtime activities. However, the "On Call" individual may participate if they are 
readily available to respond to emergency calls and are working within 30 minutes of 
headquarters or the customer center of the site in which they are on call. Employees 
"On Call" working voluntary planned overtime are not eligible for Rest Period as 
outlined under the provisions of Article VIII, Section 10. Situations should be reviewed 
on a case by case basis. 
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Attachment F - On Call Process 
(Page 4 of 4) 
TRUCK AT HOME 
- ^ / A n s w e r in AcccpttblcV. w n 
Tin*? 
o 
After Houff 
Receives Call • 
0 
AHC Pulls Up 
Appropriate List 
00 O0 
Employee 
(romTfuct 
Arrive 
At 
Site 
Ket TOT Tratkrt Home Etow C h « t 
1. Measurement Point 
2. AH decides which list 
Limit number of devices called 
Standby person may use tmltiple devices 
Rat of list -one active device 
Fim person on list is cm standby, has truck, is accessible 
3. Need to be in the track within acceptable time (5 mm or less) 
- Meannemeot point 
4. Cperatim^ demntkro - Arrival at the site is defined an tbe rime that the employee 
arrives ai the location to which the mJcrmatian supplied leads him. This may not be the 
location of the customer who called. 
- Measurement point 
5. MlMtts£ondtotepa^\v i tmn*uxprt^ 
- Measutemeatpotm 
K-98 
K-100 
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A 
Absence 
Company Meetings 39 
Company-Union Meetings 39 
Funerals 13 
Injury 35 
Leave for Union Officers 5 
Leave of Absence 31 
Military Leave 33 
Necessary Time Off 13 
Personal Time Off 13 
Return to Work 30 
Sickness '. 29 
Union Business 5 
Applicants for Vacancies 8 
Arbitration Procedure 7,40 
B 
Bargaining Agent 40 
Benefit Plans 34 
Bidding for Jobs 8 
Breaks 18 
Bulletin Boards 39 
Bumping 31 
C 
Call Outs 
During Vacation 25 
Minimum Allowance 14 
On Call Process 49, 50, 51, 52 
On Holiday 28 
Cancellation of Prepaid Undertime 30 
Check-Off 5 
Classification of Employees 21 
Company Meetings 39 
Company-Union Meetings 39 
Compliance with Law 39 
Contracting of Work 35 
Cooperation 7 
D 
Deferred Holidays 28 
Demotion 9 
Dental Plan 34 
Discharge 10 
Discipline 10 
Double Time 16,21 
Duration of Agreement 40 
E 
Employment 
Management Functions 8 
Non-discrimination 8 
Posting and Bidding for Job 8 
Promotion, Transfer, and Demotion 9 
Qualifications 8 
Reposting Job Notice 9 
Temporary Employees 9 
Union Preference 8 
Unsuccessful Bidders 8 
Evening Shift 16 
Existing Practices 35 
F 
Functions of Management 8 
Funeral Leave 13 
G 
Grievance Procedure '. 6 
H 
Harmony and Loyalty 7 
Hiring and Promotion 8 
Holidays 
Call Out on 28 
Employees Who Qualify 27 
Failing on Sunday 28 
Recognized Holidays 27 
Rotating Shift Workers 27 
Work On 28 
Hours of Work 12 
/ 
Inclement Weather 15 
Injuries 35 
J 
Job Abandonment 9, 19, 31 
Job Notices 8 
No Notices 9 
Reposting 9 
L 
Leaves 
Funeral '. 13 
Leave of Absence 31 
Military 33 
Sickness 29 
Union Offices 5 
Leaves & Lay Offs 
Bumping 31 
Layoff, Severance & Recall 31 
Leave of Absence 31 
Military Leave 33 
Severance Pay 33 
Loaned Employees 39 
Lockout 11 
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M 
Management, Functions 
Responsibilities 8 
Meals..... 18 
Mediation 40 
Medical Plan 34 
Designated Providers 34 
Meetings 
Company 39 
Company-Union 39 
Military Leave 33 
Minimum Allowance for Call Out 14 
N 
Necessary Time Off 
Cancellation of Prepaid Undertime 30 
Wages During 13 
New Jobs - Wage Rates 12 
Night Shift 16 
O 
On Call Process 49, 50, 51, 52 
Overtime 
Cancellation Pay 30 
Equalization of Scheduled 14 
Obligation 14 
Overtime 13 
P 
Personal Time Off - Wages During 13 
Pickets 11 
Posting and Bidding for Job 8 
Practices 
Existing 35 
Study of. 35 
Probationary Period 10 
Promotion 9 
Q 
Qualifications 
Hiring & Promotion 8 
R 
Recognition of Union 4 
Relief 
Two-man Stations 12 
Vacation 25 
Relocation Wage 19 
Report 
No Work (Class C&D) 15 
Reposting Job Notice 9 
Rest Period 15 
Retirement Plan 34 
S 
Selection for Promotion 9 
Seniority 
Arranging Vacation 24 
Leaves & LayOffs 31 
Promotion 9 
Shift Premium Pay 16 
Sick Leave 
Employees Who Qualify 29 
Extended Illness 30 
Make Up Hours 29 
Period Of Allowance 29 
Returning to Work 30 
Strike 11 
Study of Practices 35 
Successor Language 48 
Sunday Premium Pay 13 
Sunday Work 13 
Suspension From Work 10 
T 
Technical Trainees 10 
Temporary Employees 
Classification of. 21 
Not in Regular Full Time Union Positions 9 
Posting and Bidding for Jobs 8 
Temporary Transfers 17 
Term of Agreement 4 ,40 
Termination 10 
Training 10 
Transferring Jobs 9 
TRIP 
Commute Daily to Job Site 42 
Commute to Job Site with Overnight Stay 44 
Overnight Stay Options 43 
Truck At Home 52 
U 
Undertime Cancellation 30 
Union Business 5 
Union Dues - Payroll Deductions 5 
Union Membership 
Condition of Employment , 4 
Initiation Fee 4 
Jurisdiction 4 
Withdrawal Card 4 
Union Preference 8 
Union Recognition 4 
Union-Company Meetings 39 
V 
Vacations 
Arranging Vacation Period 24 
Called Back to Work 25 
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Cancellation of Prepaid Undertime 30 
Employees Who Qualify 23 
Holiday Within 26 
Leaving the Company..; 26 
Maximum Vacation 23 
Not Taken 24 
Relief. 25 
Scheduling 24 
Sign Up See 
Split Weeks or Days 24 
Vacation Time 24 
Weeks Defined 24 
W 
Wages 
Call Out and Minimum Allowances [ 14 
Necessary Time Off. 13 
Overtime 13 
Personal Time Off 13 
Rates for New Jobs 12 
Reopener 40 
Shift Premium Pay 16 
Wage Schedule 12 
Withdrawal Card 4 
Work Away From Headquarters 19 
Work Schedule 12 
Working Hours 12 
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WAGE SCHEDULES 
PART OF LABOR AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 
WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION 
AND 
LOCAL NO. 310 
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF OPERATING ENGINEERS 
AFL-CIO 
(See Article VIII, Section 2) 
Effective October 26, 2003 - October 21, 2006 
General wage increase of 3.25% effective September 14, 2003 
General wage increase of 3.2% effective October 24, 2004 
General wage increase of 3.2% effective October 23,2005 
Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) Contribution - effective October 26. 2003 
Quarterly ESOP Company contribution equivalent to 2% of gross earnings. Refer to the 
Wisconsin Public Service Corporation Employee Stock Ownership Plan and Trust 
Summary Plan Description for futher details and explanations. 
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WAGE SCHEDULES INTRODUCTION 
Occupational Groups (reference Article V, section 6) 
Occupational groups are separated by plant and/or site location. The numbering 
sequence used if for payroll purposes only and does not infer they are a single group for 
job bidding, lay-off, or the bumping provisions. 
Temporary Transfers (reference Article VIII, section 12) 
Job classifications for which temporary transfer payments can be made are identified in 
the Wage Schedule by an asterik (*) following the title, with any conditions that are 
applicable for eligibility to the higher rated job shown as a footnote. 
The temporary transfer rate is established and applies to specific jobs as agreed to by 
the Company and the Union. 
The higher rate is not paid for non-productive time such as sick time, necessary time 
off, inclement weather, meetings, holiday allowance, rest period taken, jury duty, etc. - -
or when the crew size is below the level required for temporary transfer pay. 
Pay Rate Calculations 
General increase percentages are applied to an hourly rate and rounded to two (2) places 
in the Payroll system and in the following Wage Schedules. 
Combination Jobs 
Wage rates for combination titled employees to be determined by: 
Actual time split will be used while employee is in progression and below the 
maximum wage rates of either title. 
Upon reaching the maximum wage levels, the composite rate will be determined 
using the following percentages of time in the higher-rated job: 
0-24% goes to 25% of the higher rate. 
25-49% goes to 50% of the higher rate. 
50-74% goes to 75% of the higher rate. 
75-100% goes to 100% of the higher rate. 
Primary job title reflects greatest percentage of time split for a combination job and is 
the determining factor for the occupational work group. 
Job bidding will be allowed into all work groups reflected in job title. 
*** Pay Rates listed are hourly rates, unless otherwise indicated. 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
ELECTRIC LINE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #10 
000605 Line Crew Leader* 
000608 Lead Line Electrician (TR)* 
000609 Lead Line Electrician* 
STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 
32.24 
31.05 
31.05 
LINE ELECTRICIAN 5 TO LINE ELECTRICIAN 1 
000611 Line Electrician 1 
000612 Line Electrician 2 
000613 Line Electrician 3 
000614 Line Electrician 4 
011134 Line Electrician 5 19.53 20.50 
STREET LIGHT MAINTENANCE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #20 
012860 Lead Outdoor Lighting System Mechanic** 
000631 Outdoor Lighting System Mechanic 
26.04 
18.65 19.33 
continued... 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4YR SYR 
28.10 29.28 
26.94 
24.60 
21.67 22.84 
20.18 21.04 22.05 24.34 
WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
ELECTRIC LINE - continued... 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000614 Line Electrician 4 (1 -year level) 
000613 Line Electrician 3 
000612 Line Electrician 2 
000611 Line Electrician 1 
Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Crew size of three (3) employees, including the Line Crew Leader. 
- Crew size of two (2) employees, including the Lead Line Electrician. 
- An employee assigned as a Lead Line Electrician for training (TR) shall receive the full rate of the classification until replaced at the discretion of the Company. Such 
payment will be made for all absences such as vacation, necessary time off, and for illness of a brief duration. 
A two (2) week "grace period" with the payment continued is recognized when the employee is assigned to work other than a Lead Line Electrician (TR). 
**Temporary transfer payable to this position, subject to the following conditions: 
- when specific tasks requires two (2) or more people to complete; only for that time during a job that specifically requires two (2) or more people to complete; when safety 
conditions indicate that the task will require two (2) or more people to complete in a safe manner and individuals providing training while performing a task that requires two 
(2) or more people to complete may be considered eligible for temporary transfer pay. 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310, IUOE - 9/14/2003 
ELECTRIC METER NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR SYR 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #30 
011625 Regional Meter Electrician 31.88 
METER ELECTRICIAN 3 TO METER ELECTRICIAN 1 
000628 Meter Electrician 1 28.87 
000629 Meter Electrician 2 27.20 28.31 
000630 Meter Electrician 3 20.95 22.80 24.67 25.91 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #31 
000645 Meter Mechanic 17.74 18.37 19.67 20.87 22.74 24.61 
EXPLANATION; 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000629 Meter Electrician 2 
000628 Meter Electrician 1 
011625 Regional Meter Electrician - promotion follows Article V, section 6(c) within Occupational Group #30 on a company-wide basis. 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
EQUIPMENT REPAIR 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #40 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2 YR 4-1/2 YR 5-1/2 YR 6-1/2 YR 
011272 Lead Equipment Mechanic* 27.53 
EQUIPMENT REPAIRER HELPER TO EQUIPMENT MECHANIC 
000650 Equipment Mechanic 25.14 27.01 
000651 Equipment Repairer 20.18 21.40 22.68 23.89 
000652 Equipment Repairer Helper 17.04 17.68 18.98 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000651 Equipment Repairer 
000650 Equipment Mechanic 
•Temporary transfer made to this position (Lead Equipment Mechanic) when there is a minimum crew size of two (2), including the individual on temporary transfer, and as 
determined by supervision based on the scope of the work, the size of the crew, and length of time that direct supervision will not be available. 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
ELECTRIC AND GAS CLERICAL 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #52 
012491 Regional Design Specialist - Electric* 
012464 Designer 1 
012465 Designer 2 
012492 Designer 1- Electric 
012492 Designer 1- Gas (SHE) 
012493 Designer 2 - Electric 
012493 Designer2-Gas 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #53 
011376 Operations Clerk 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #54 
012861 Service Clerk 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #51 
000906 Clerk (Gas) 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #50 
000664 Distribution Clerk** 
STARTING RATE 
31.05 
STARTING RATE 
27.35 
24.41 
26.20 
26.20 
23.27 
23.27 
STARTING RATE 
17.06 
STARTING RATE 
13.08 
STARTING RATE 
11.13 
STARTING RATE 
1/2 YR 
13.90 
1/2 YR 
11.70 
1/2 YR 
continued... 
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NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
1YR 
31.88 
1-1/2 YR 
28.53 
25.81 
27.40 
27.40 
24.68 
24.68 
2 1/2YR 
29.28 
26.73 
28.14 
28.14 
25.59 
25.59 
1 YR 
18.99 
1 YR 
14.72 
1YR 
12.29 
1 YR 
18.99 20.19 
2 YR 
21.40 
1 1/2 YR 2 YR 
15.54 16.37 
1-1/2 YR 2 YR 
12.91 
1-1/2 YR 
13.35 
3YR 
22.69 
2 1/2 YR 3 YR 
17.20 18.03 
2-1/2 YR 3-1/2 YR 
13.78 14.26 
2-1/2 YR 3-1/2 YR 4-1/2 YR 5-1/2 YR 
WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
ELECTRIC AND GAS CLERICAL - continued... 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Successful completion of job related progression tests are required for each step of wage progression increases for all Designers and Operations Clerks. 
C. Vacancy requirement for promotion: 
Designer 1 
Designer 1 - Electric 
Designer 1 - Gas 
Regional Design Specialist - Electric (Promotion to Regional Design Specialist - Electric follows Article V Section 6(c) within Occupational Group # 52 on a company-wide 
basis.) 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position (Specialist) from Designer 1 or Designer 1 - Electric subject to the following conditions: 
- The project and temporary transfer must be preapproved as qualifying for the transfer by the Design Methods Supervisor. 
-The eligibility criteria will be determined by the Company. 
**Historic Wage Rates Only 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
GAS INSTALLATION 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #60 
011571 Installer/Electrician 
011908 Installer-Welder 
011570 Installer 
STARTING RATE 
18.93 
18.49 
1/2 YR 
20.19 
19.53 
19.10 
1 YR 
22.27 
20.85 
20.42 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
1-1/2 YR 
23.14 
22.04 
21.62 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Vacancy requirement for promotion: 
011571 Installer/Electrician 
D. Promotion examination requirement: 
011570 Installer (1/2, 1, 1-1/2 year level) 
011908 Installer - Welder (1/2, 1, 1-1/2 year level) 
011571 Installer/Electrician (1/2, 1, 1-1/2 year level) 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
GAS STREET/NO WELDING ** 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #70 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2YR 4-1/2 YR 
000696 Lead Street Mechanic* 27.21 
STREET MECHANIC 4 TO STREET MECHANIC 1/NO WELDING ** 
000702 Street Mechanic .1 
000704 Street Mechanic 2 
000706 Street Mechanic 3 
000708 Street Mechanic 4 18.49 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000708 Street Mechanic 4 (1-1/2 year level) 
000706 Street Mechanic 3 
000704 Street Mechanic 2 
000702 Street Mechanic 1 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position 
** Low voltage work temporary transfer pay may be available 
25.45 
24.13 
22.83 
19.10 20.42 21.62 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
GAS STREET/ELECTRIC WELDER ** 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #70 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2YR 4-1/2 YR 
000698 Lead Street Mechanic-Electric Welder* 28.42 
STREET MECHANIC 4-ELECTRlC WELDER TO STREET MECHANIC 1-ELECTRIC WELDER ** 
002720 Street Mechanic 1-Electric Welder 
000721 Street Mechanic 2-Etectric Welder 
001722 Street Mechanic 3 -Electric Welder 24.05 
000723 Street Mechanic 4-Electric Welder 19.71 20.32 21.64 22.83 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000723 Street Mechanic 4-Electric Welder (1-1/2 year level) 
001722 Street Mechanic 3-Electric Welder 
000721 Street Mechanic 2-Electric Welder 
002720 Street Mechanic 1-Electric Welder 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position 
** Low voltage work temporary transfer pay may be available 
26.67 
25.35 
WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUQE - 9/14/2003 
STARTING RATE 
28.42 
28,98 
18.49 
19.04 
19.71 
18.49 
19.04 
19.71 
1/2 YR 
19.10 
19.65 
20.32 
19.10 
19.65 
20.32 
1YR 
20.42 
20.98 
21.64 
20.42 
20.98 
21.64 
1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2YR 
21.62 
22.17 
22.83 
21.62 
22.17 
22.83 
22.83 
23.39 
24.05 
22.83 
23.39 
24.05 
24.13 
24.69 
25.35 
24.13 
24.69 
25.35 
4-1/2 YR 5-1/2 YR 6-1/2 YR 
25.45 
26.01 
26.67 
25.45 
26.01 
26.67 
26.58 
27.13 
27.79 
26.58 
27.13 
27.79 
27.21 
27.77 
28.42 
27.21 
27.77 
28.42 
GAS STREET/SERVICE COMBINATIONS ** 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #80 
011507 Lead Service Mechanic * 
011337 Lead Service Mechanic-Welder 
000712 Street/Service Mechanic 
000716 Street/Service Mechanic-Welder 
000660 Street/Service Mechanic-Electric Welder 
000656 Service/Street Mechanic 
000658 Service/Street Mechanic-Welder 
000657 Service/Street Mechanic-Electric Welder 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000712 Street/Service Mechanic (1-1/2,2-1/2, 3-1/2,4-1/2 year levels) 
000716 Street/Service Mechanic-Welder (1-1/2,2-1/2, 3-1/2,4-1/2 year levels) 
000660 Street/Service Mechanic-Electric Welder (1-1/2, 2-1/2, 3-1/2, 4-1/2 year levels) 
000656 Service/Street Mechanic (1-1/2,2-1/2,3-1/2,4-1/2 year levels) 
000658 Service/Street Mechanic-Welder (1-1/2, 2-1/2, 3-1/2, 4-1/2 year levels) 
000657 Service/Street Mechanic-Electric Welder (1-1/2,2-1/2, 3-1/2,4-1/2 year levels) 
* Temporary transfer payable to this position for primarily street work requiring two persons. 
** Low voltage work temporary transfer pay may be available 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
GAS & ELECTRIC UTILITY 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #90 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 11/2 YR 
012267 Locator 13.25 14.35 15.46 16.56 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
I 
WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
GAS METER REPAIR 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #100 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2YR 4-1/2 YR 
000684 Gas Meter Crew Leader 27.53 
000718 Field Meter Repairer 26.82 
001720 Meter Repairer 17.06 17.69 18.99 20.19 21.31 22.48 23.56 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. After one additional year of cumulative service, a Meter Repairer who performs meter testing or field maintenance work on gas meters above 1200 CFH may qualify for a 
higher wage rate. The employee's wage rate is determined on a composite basis depending on the amount of time worked on the higher class work. 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
GAS SERVICE 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #110 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2YR 4-1/2 YR 5-1/2 YR 6-1/2 YR 
SERVICE MECHANIC HELPER TO SERVICE MECHANIC 1* 
000642 Service Mechanic 1 24.68 25.91 26.55 
000643 Service Mechanic 2 20.95 22.19 23.46 
000644 Service Mechanic Helper 17.80 18.44 19.75 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000643 Service Mechanic 2 
000642 Service Mechanic 1 
* Temporary transfer available to Occupational Group #80, job code #011507, Lead Service Mechanic, subject to the following conditions: 
- Must be service mechanic work, jobs requiring two persons 
- Service Mechanic 2 transfer to pay level of 6 1/2 yr level of Service Mechanic 1 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
GAS GENERAL ** 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #120 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 
000688 Gas Distribution Crew Leader (Two Rivers) 28.57 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #121 
011114 Gas Mechanic 18.49 19.10 20.42 21.61 22.83 24.11 25.35 26.58 27.52 28.46 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
011114 Gas Mechanic (1-1/2,2-1/2, 3-1/2,4-1/2, 5-1/2 year levels) 
*Temporary transfer payable to this position 
** Low voltage work temporary transfer pay may be available 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2YR 4-1/2 YR 5-1/2 YR 6-1/2 YR 7-1/2 YR 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
GAS MAINTENANCE/NO ELECTRICIAN 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #130 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3 YR 4YR SYR 6YR 
012490 Lead Maintenance Mechanic/Gas * 29.18 (single rate) 
GAS MAINTENANCE MECHANIC HELPER TO GAS MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 1 
000729 Gas Maintenance Mechanic 1 26.54 27.54 
000730 Gas Maintenance Mechanic 2 21.65 22.76 23.83 25.59 
000731 Gas Maintenance Mechanic Helper 17.87 18.49 19.49 20.44 
' EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Vacancy requirement for promotion: 
000729 Gas Maintenance Mechanic 1 
D. Promotion examination requirement: 
000729 Gas Maintenance Mechanic 1 
* Temporary transfer payable to this position subject to the following conditions: 
- Applicable only for maintenance work that requires two persons to perform. 
- Combination employees must have achieved first class rank in the maintenance function to qualify for lead pay 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
GAS MAINTENANCE/ELECTRICIAN OSHKOSH & SHEBOYGAN ONLY 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #130 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 6YR 
012490 Lead Maintenance Mechanic/Gas * 29.18 (single rate) 
GAS MAINTENANCE MECHANIC HELPER-ELECTRICIAN TO GAS MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 1- ELECTRICIAN 
011406 Gas Maintenance Mechanic 1-Electrician 26.92 27.92 
011407 Gas Maintenance Mechanic 2-Electrician 22.04 23.15 24.21 25.90 
011408 Gas Maintenance Mechanic Helper-Electrician 18.26 18.89 19.88 20.84 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Vacancy requirement for promotion: 
011406 Gas Maintenance Mechanic 1-Electrician 
D. Promotion examination requirement: 
011406 Gas Maintenance Mechanic 1-Electrician 
* Temporary transfer payable to this position subject to the following conditions: 
- Applicable only for maintenance work that requires two persons to perform. 
- Combination employees must have achieved first class rank in the maintenance function to qualify for lead pay 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
GAS MAINTENANCE - (With Any Combination of Street or Service Mechanic) ** 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #130 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2YR 4-1/2 YR 5-1/2 YR 6-1/2 YR 
012490 Lead Maintenance Mechanic/Gas * 29.18 (single rate) 
18.49 19.10 20.42 21.62 22.83 24.13 25.45 26.58 27.21 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
Gas Maintenance Mechanic 1 - 5-1/2 yr level 
and any Street or Service Mechanic examination as appropriate 
* Temporary transfer payable to this position subject to the following conditions: 
- Applicable only for maintenance work that requires two persons to perform. 
- Combination employees must have achieved first class rank in the maintenance function to qualify for lead pay 
** The maintenance combination with Street may be eligible for low voltage work temporary transfer pay. 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
STARTING RATE 
1.48 per hour 
Temporary transfer upgrade will be paid for low voltage work for the full day worked with a minimum of eight hours 
subject to the following conditions: 
- Employee must have a minimum of one year in progression. 
- Employee must meet EDE low voltage certification requirements. 
Employee must perform one of the two following tasks: 
- Terminate a 120/240v single phase underground electric service in the meter socket; or 
- Energize the service at the padmount transformer or pedestal, 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
GAS GENERAL 
Low Voltage Temporary Transfer Rate 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
AUTOMOTIVE GARAGE 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #140 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 3-1/2 YR 4 YR 
000693 Automotive Crew Leader** 28.10 
000738 Lead Fleet Mechanic** 26.80 
000739 Fleet Mechanic* 23.05 24.10 25.30 26.47 
GARAGE MECHANIC 3 TO GARAGE MECHANIC 1 
000737 Garage Mechanic 1 
000741 Garage Mechanic 2 
000743 Garage Mechanic 3 17.17 17.79 19.27 20.25 21.34 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000741 Garage Mechanic 2 
000737 Garage Mechanic 1 
*Temporary transfer payable to this position, subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer payment made when performing Fleet Mechanic work, due to the absence of the Fleet Mechanic or regular lead employee. 
••Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer payment made to Lead Fleet Mechanic when performing Lead Fleet Mechanic work and there is a minimum crew of two (2) including the individual on 
temporary transfer. This person has the overall responsibility of the shop(s) they service. 
- Temporary transfer payment made to Automotive Crew Leader when performina Automotive Crew Leader work and there is a minimum crew of four (4) including the 
individual on temporary transfer. This position has the overall responsibility of the shop(s) they service. 
24.10 25.30 
23.05 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
AUTOMOTIVE GARAGE 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #141 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1VR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 
002959 Garage Stock Clerk 17.04 17.68 18.98 20.36 21.77 24.53 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #142 
000751 Cleaner 17.04 17.68 19.12 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #143 
000753 Painter 17.48 18.11 19.42 20.62 22.09 25.15 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
WAREHOUSE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #150 
000950 Warehouse Crew Leader 
000952 Storekeeper* 
000952 Storekeeper-Rhinelander* 
000954 Stock Clerk 
000963 Supply Clerk 
001972 Messenger** 
001964 Stock Clerk/Truck Driver 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
STARTING RATE 
26.16 
17.10 
17.19 
17.10 
17.10 
13.51 
17.10 
1/2 YR 
17.72 
17.82 
17.72 
17.72 
15.40 
18.53 
1YR 
19.27 
19.38 
19.04 
18.85 
19.89 
1-1/2 YR 2 YR 
20.79 
20.93 
20.40 
19.98 
21.21 
22.33 
22.46 
21.81 
21.12 
22.65 
3YR 
23.85 
23.97 
23.24 
22.29 
24.10 
4YR 
25.36 
25.47 
24.53 
25.36 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #151 
000973 Truck Driver 17.92 18.53 19.04 20.40 21.81 23.24 24.53 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
*Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
Temporary transfer paid when Storekeeper is absent for reasons of vacation, holiday, sickness or other aproved absences. Not paid on Storekeepers scheduled days off. 
** Temporary transfer paid to starting rate only of Supply Clerk 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
AFTER HOURS CENTER 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #160 
011105 Lead Dispatcher-Programmer 
000720 After Hours Dispatcher 
12265 Customer Service Representative/AHC 
011641 Customer Service Representative/Relief After 
Hours Dispatcher 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
16.45 17.12 17.79 18.51 19.25 20.02 20.80 21.65 
STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 
28.81 
18.11 18.74 
14.62 15.25 
1YR 
19.68 
15.88 
1-1/2 YR 2 YR 
20.70 21.69 
16.51 17.14 
3YR 
22.79 
18.41 
4YR 
23.97 
19.67 
5YR 
25.15 
6YR 
26.43 
22.51 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #161 
012605 Distribution Operation Center Dispatcher 
STARTING RATE 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 
26.94 28.09 28.81 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details, 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
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WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
CUSTOMER WALK-IN CENTER 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #170 
001520 Customer Service Representative 
000540 Customer Service Clerk 
000541 Customer Service Clerk I 
STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 
14.62 15.25 
13.08 13.76 
11.93 12.56 
1YR 
15.88 
14.44 
13.17 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3YR 4 YR 
16.51 . 17.14 18.41 19.67 
15.15 15.83 17.19 
13.78 14.41 15.66 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #171 
011657 Commercial and Industrial Support 
Representative 14.62 15.25 15.88 16.51 17.14 18.41 19.67 
CENTRALIZED BILLING 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #172 
012815 Residential Billing Representative 
012816 Residential Billing Clerk 
14.62 
13.70 
15.25 
14.29 
15.88 
14.88 
16.51 
16.08 
17.26 
17.26 
18.44 
18.44 
19.67 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
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CUSTOMER CALL CENTER 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #180 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4YR 
012517 Crew Leader/CCC* 21.99 
011920 Shift Leader/CCC** 21.05 
001521 Customer Service Representative/CCC 14.62 15.25 15.88 16.51 17.14 18.41 19.67 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
*Temporary transfer payable to this position. 
** Temporary Transfer ONLY 
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METER READING 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #190 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 
000930 Meter Reader 17.87 18.49 19.77 20.71 21.88 23.48 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
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BUILDING SERVICES 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #200 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2YR 4-1/2 YR 5-1/2 YR 
011176 Building Services Crew Leader-Electrician 20.67 21.37 22.73 23.88 25.22 26.45 27.79 29.04 
000980 Building Services Crew Leader 19.55 20.26 21.63 22.79 24.11 25.35 26.69 27.95 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #201 
BUILDING SERVICES HELPER TO BUILDING SERVICES MECHANIC 1 
000981 Building Services Mechanic 1 23.89 
001982 Building Services Mechanic 2 20.18 21.40 22.68 
001187 Building Services Mechanic Helper 17.04 17.68 18.98 
BUILDING SERVICES HELPER-ELECTRICIAN TO BUILDING SERVICES MECHANIC 1-ELECTRICIAN 
011576 Building Services Mechanic 1-Electrician 25.02 
011188 Building Services Mechanic 2-Electrician 21.29 22.51 23.83 
001188 Building Services Helper-Electrician 18.15 18.77 20.09 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
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BUILDING SERVICES 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #202 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2YR 4-1/2 YR 5-1/2 YR 
012857 Janitor Crew Leader 19.80 
000984 Janitor 17.04 17.68 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #203 
000986 Office Cleaner 11.65 
EXPLANATION; 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
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NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
M/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2YR 
24.66 26.11 27.58 
ADJUSTED FOR 12-HOUR SHIFTS 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2YR 
000759 Electric Supply and Control Attendant 19.28 20.00 21.38 22.78 24.12 25.47 
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR (%): 0.9236 0.9236 0.9236 0.9236 0.9236 0.9236 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
ELECTRIC SUPPLY AND CONTROL 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #210 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 
000759 Electric Supply and Control Attendant 20.87 21.65 23.15 
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SUBSTATION AND TRANSMISSION OPERATIONS - RELAY TESTING 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #220 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3YR 4 YR 5 YR 6 YR 
RELAY HELPER TO RELAY TECHNOLOGIST 1 
000801 Relay Technologist 1 31.17 32.33 
000802 Relay Technologist 2 28.86 30.00 
001803 Relay Technologist 3 25.08 26.34 
001804 Relay Helper 21.31 22.57 23.82 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Progression reauires satisfactory completion of S&T training program requirements and qualification cards, demonstration of knowledge and abilities, and on the job training 
for all levels of Relay Helper through Relay Technologist I. 
Pay for lead responsibilities distributed to Relay Technologists as part of the 2002 wage review, at which time job #011764, Lead Relay Technologist (tt) was eliminated. 
Temporary transfer to lead position is not available. 
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SUBSTATION AND TRANSMISSION OPERATIONS - MAINTENANCE AND CONSTRUCTION (M & Q 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #230 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3YR 4YR SYR 
000790 Maintenance and Construction Crew Leader* 34.00 
011282 Lead Substation Electrician <TT)* 32.48 
ELECTRICIAN 6 TO ELECTRICIAN 1 
000793 Electrician l/M&C 
000794 Electrician 2/M&C 
000795 Electrician 3/M&C 
000796 Electrician 4/M&C 
000797 Electrician 5/M&C 
000791 Electrician 6/M&C 19.38 21.26 
ELECTRICIAN 6 TO ELECTRICIAN 1 
003793 Electrician l/M&C - project** 30.36 
003794 Electrician 2/M&C - project** 29.14 
003795 Electrician 3/M&C - project** 27,92 
003796 Electrician 4/M&C - project** 25.50 
003797 Electrician 5/M&C - project** 22.47 23.69 
003791 Electrician 6/M&C - project** 19.38 21.26 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #231 
001983 Substation Utility Materials Mechanic 19.38 21.26 22.47 23.69 25.50 27,92 
continued... 
30.36 
29.14 
27.92 
25.50 
22.47 23.69 
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SUBSTATION AND TRANSMISSION OPERATIONS - MAINTENANCE AND CONSTRUCTION (M&O- continued... 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Progression requires satisfactory completion of S&T Training Program requirements and qualification cards, demonstration of knowledge and abilities, and on the job 
training for all levels of Electrician 6 through 1 and for all levels within the Substation Utility Materials Mechanic. 
* Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Title of Lead Substation Electrician (TT) retained for purposes of temporary transfer payments only. Job classification will not be filled on a regular basis. 
- Temporary transfer to Lead Substation Electrician (TT) is assigned by management with the assignment rotated amongst the Electrician 1 employees. The employee assigned 
as the "lead" employee is not eligible for temporary transfer when working in other groups that have a regular "crew leader" or "lead" employee. 
** These positions have a 60-day lay off notification 
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SUBSTATION AND TRANSMISSION OPERATIONS - TEST AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (T & PM1 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #240 
001790 Test and Preventive Maintenance Crew Leader* 
011282 Lead Substation Electrician (TT)* 
ELECTRICIAN HELPER TO ELECTRICIAN 1 
001793 Electrician l/T&PM 
001794 Electrician 2/T&PM 
001795 Electrician 3/T&PM 
001796 Electrician Helper 
STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 
31.88 
30.58 
19.38 20.05 21.31 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3YR 4YR SYR 6YR 
29.53 
26.08 27.27 
23.68 24.87 
22.47 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
001795 Electrician 3/T&PM 
001794 Electrician 2/T&PM 
001793 Electrician l/T&PM 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Title of Lead Substation Electrician (TT) retained for purposes of temporary transfer payments only. Job classification will not be filled on a regular basis. 
- Temporary transfer to Lead Substation Electrician (TT) is assigned by management with the assignment rotated amongst the Electrician 1 employees. The employee assigned 
as the "lead" employee is not eligible for temporary transfer when working in other groups that have a regular "crew leader" or "lead" employee. 
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SUBSTATION AND TRANSMISSION OPERATIONS - CONTROL AND INSTRUMENT (C & I) 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #250 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR SYR 6 YR 7 YR 
CONTROL AND INSTRUMENT ELECTRICIAN HELPER TO CONTROL AND INSTRUMENT ELECTRICIAN 
000785 Control and Instrument Electrician 32.80 
000786 Control and Instrument Electrician 1 . 31.49 
000787 Control and Instrument Electrician 2 28.86 30.17 
000788 Control and Instrument Electrician 3 25,08 26.97 
000789 Control and Instrument Electrician Helper 21.31 22.25 23.20 24.14 
CONTROL AND INSTRUMENT ELECTRICIAN HELPER TO CONTROL AND INSTRUMENT ELECTRICIAN - PROJECT 
001785 Control and Instrument Electrician - project* 
001786 Control and Instrument Electrician 1 - project* 
001787 Control and Instrument Electrician 2 - project* 28.86 
001788 Control and Instrument Electrician 3 -project* 25.08 26.97 
001789 Control and Instrument Electrician Hlpr -project* 21.31 22.25 23.20 24.14 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000788 Control and Instrument Electrician 3 
000787 Control and Instrument Electrician 2 
000786 Control and Instrument Electrician 1 
000785 Control and Instrument Electrician 
001788 Control and Instrument Electrician 3 -project* 
001787 Control and Instrument Electrician 2 - project* 
001786 Control and Instrument Electrician 1 - project* 
001785 Control and Instrument Electrician - project* 
* These positions have a 60-day layoff notification provision 
32.80 
31.49 
30.17 
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SUBSTATION AND TRANSMISSION OPERATIONS - TEST. REPAIR AND MATERIALS (TRAM) 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #260 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4YR 5 YR 6 YR 
002790 TRAM Crew Leader* 30.79 
011667 Lead TRAM Electrician (TV)* 30.01 
POWER APPARATUS REPAHtER HELPER TO ELECTRICIAN 1 
002793 Electrician 1/TRAM 
002794 Electrician 2/TRAM 
000798 Power Apparatus Repairer/Electrician 
000799 Power Apparatus Repairer Helper 18.34 19.00 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
002794 Electrician 2/TRAM 
002793 Electrician 1/TRAM 
000798 Power Apparatus Repairer/Electrician (2 and 4 year levels) 
D. Vacancy requirement for promotion: 
002794 Electrician 2/TRAM 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position 
011667 Lead TRAM Electrician - Title retained for purposes of temporary transfer payments only. Job classification will not be filled on a regular basis. 
29.00 
27.11 27.74 
23.01 24.43 26.51 
20.38 21.68 
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SUBSTATION AND TRANSMISSION OPERATIONS - PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT TESTING 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #270 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3YR 4 YR 
001812 Protective Equipment Tester/Coordinator J7.04 17.77 19.13 20.42 21.67 23.87 26.08 
002811 Protective Equipment Tester 1 17.04 17.68 19.00 20.29 21.67 22.92 23.62 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
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SUBSTATION GENERAL 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #280 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2 YR 
000815 Substation Clerk 17.10 17.72 19.02 20.21 21.46 22.51 
EXPLANATION; 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
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REGIONAL GENERATION 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #500 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2 YR 4-1/2 YR 5-1/2 YR 
DePere Energy Center 
012732 Operator Maintenance Mechanic 17.65 18.24 19.66 21.10 22.53 24.01 25.22 28.33 
HYDRO OPERATIONS 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #290 
011116 Operator-Maintenance Mechanic 17.08 18.24 19.66 21.10 22.53 24.01 25.22 28.33 
1- Grand Rapids 
2- West Marinette, Peshtigo, and Potato Rapids 
011116 Operator-Maintenance Mechanic 17.78 18.40 19.80 21.24 22.69 24.14 25.36 26.74 
1 - Tomahawk, Grandfather Falls, Jersey and Hat Rapids 
2- Merrill, Alexander and Wausau 
3- Caldron Falls, High Falls, Johnson Falls, and Sandstone Rapids 
000764 Relief Operator and Maintenance Mechanic 17.78 18.40 19.80 21.24 22.69 24.14 25.36 26.74 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination required: 
012732 Operator Maintenance Mechanic 
011116 Operator-Maintenance Mechanic 
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HYDRO MAINTENANCE 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #300 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR M/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR SYR 6 YR 
000772 Hydro Maintenance Crew Leader* 29.72 
000773 Lead Hydro Maintenance Mechanic* 28.64 
012510 Lead Hydro Mainteance Mechanic-AWS Welder* 29.13 
HYDRO MAINTENANCE HELPER TO HYDRO MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 1 
000774 Hydro Maintenance Mechanic 1 
000775 Hydro Maintenance Mechanic 2 
000776 Hydro Maintenance Mechanic 3 20.79 21.95 
000777 Hydro Maintenance Helper 17.78 18.53 19.67 
012511 Hydro Maintenance Mechanic 1-AWS Welder 25.88 27.23 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion to: 
000776 Hydro Maintenance Mechanic 3 
000775 Hydro Maintenance Mechanic 2 
000774 Hydro Maintenance Mechanic 1 
are based on merit, completion of related study courses, work knowledge examinations, and on experience and qualifications to perform more skilled duties. 
*Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer payments made to Hydro Maintenance Crew Leader and/or Lead Hydro Maintenance Mechanic when there is a minimum crew size of three (3) including 
the individual or temporary transfer. An exception provides for a crew size of two (2) including the individual or temporary transfer when management determines the nature 
and scope of a crew size of two (2) requires lead responsibility. Examples of routine job assignments hot requiring lead responsibilities are snow removal, road and yard 
maintenance, plant duty and housekeeping, dike maintenance, gate cindering, boat landing and campground maintenance, routine painting, and other similar tasks. 
25.39 26.74 
23.01 24.18 
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KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - TRAINING 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #320 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2 YR 4-1/2 YR 
011363 Simulator Technologist 18.39 19.04 20.56 22.03 23.59 25.09 27.51 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
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KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - RADIOCHEMISTRY 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #330 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2 YR 4-1/2 YR 
001865 Lead Chemistry Technologist* 33.31 
000866 Chemistry Technologist 18.79 19.45 21.01 22.69 24.50 26.42 30.61 
000875 Radiochemistry Helper 17.04 17.68 18.96 20.19 21.67 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer paid in the absence of the Lead Chemistry Technologist and the crew size is a minimum of three (3), including the employee temporarily transferred. 
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STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 
33.93 
33.14 
31.71 
29.61 
18.74 19.43 
1YR 
35.40 
34.61 
20.85 
KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - PLANT OPERATIONS DAY SHIFT 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #340  YR 1-1/2 YR 2YR 3 YR 4YR SYR 
000803 Nuclear Control Operator - SRO 36.86 
000804 Nuclear Control Operator - RO* 36.07 
000807 Nuclear Auxiliary/Control Operator - RO 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #341 
000808 Nuclear Control Operator-In Training 
000809 Nuclear Auxiliary Operator 22.22 23.62 25.55 26.78 28.01 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Nuclear Control Operator in Training Program: Nuclear Auxiliary Operators entering the training program will be retitled to Nuclear Control Operator in Training. No 
further wage reviews will be scheduled until the employee either obtains an NRC Reactor Operator (RO) license and is moved to a higher level job, or is removed from the 
program. (Employee is not eligible to bid out during the training or one year after receiving the license.) 
D. Nuclear Auxiliary/Control Operators must maintain qualifications to stand all non-licensed watches at any time and maintain a current Reactor Operator license. Employees 
may be required at any time to stand control room watches on a temporary basis. 
E. Promotion to 000807 Nuclear Auxiliary/Control Operator. 000804 Nuclear Control Qperator-RO. and 000803 Nuclear Control Operator-SRO is based on satisfactory 
completion of Reactor Operator or Senior Reactor Operator examination and granting of RO/SRO 1 license by Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Continued performance as 
Nuclear Auxiliary/Control Operator or Nuclear Control Operator-RO/SRO requires satisfactory completion of an annual RO/SRO requahfication examination as appropriate 
and renewal of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission RO/SRO license as appropriate. 
The NRC will generally renew the operating license if the physical condition and the general health of the licensee continue to be such as not to cause operational errors which 
might endanger public health and safety. A physical examination is required bi-anually as part of the license renewal, or more often if so specified by the NRC. 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position. 
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KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #350 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2 YR 4-1/2 YR 5-1/2 YR 
012856 Instrument and Control Crew Leader* 34.87 
000860 Lead Instrument and Control Technologist/KNP* 33.87 
INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL HELPER TO INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL TECHNOLOGIST 1 
000859 Instrument and Control Technologist 1/KNP 27.78 31.13 
000862 Instrument and Control Technologist 2/KNP 24.50 26.08 
000863 Instrument and Control Helper/KNP 19.10 19.78 21.37 22.89 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #351 
001867 Instrument and Control Attendant 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 
17.71 18.36 19.73 20.96 22.12 23.16 23.97 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #372 
KNP CLERK 1 TO KNP CLERK 
012783 Lead KNP Clerk* 
012008 KNP Clerk 
012039 KNP Clerk 1 
18.39 
11.95 12.56 13.17 13.78 
15.83 
14.41 
17.19 
15.66 
continued... 
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KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL- continued... 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion based on merit, completion of related study courses, work knowledge examinations, and on experience and qualifications to perform more skilled duties. 
000862 Instrument and Control Technologist 2/KNP 
000859 Instrument and Control Technologist 1/KNP 
Temporary transfer payable to these position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
000860 Lead Instrument and Control Technologist/KNP - Temporary transfer payments made to when there is a minimum crew size of (3), including the individual or 
temporary transfer, the work group leader or regular lead employee is absent from the plant for at least one-half of the shift. An exception is during refueling, major outage, or 
scheduled outage when the crew size must be a minimum of two (2), including the individual on temporary transfer. 
012783 Lead KNP Clerk - Temporary transfer payments made to Lead KNP Clerk in the absence of the regular Lead KNP Clerk will be made by supervision based on the scope 
of the work and the size of the crew. 
012856 Instrument and Control Crew Leader - Temporary transfer payments to Instrument and Control Crew Leader upon the absence of the regular Crew leader will be made 
by supervision based on the scope of the work and the size of the crew. 
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KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - RADIATION PROTECTION 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #360 
001859 Radiation Crew Leader* 
002860 Lead Radiation Technologist* 
000873 Lead Controlled Area Maintenance Operator* 
000861 Radiation Technologist 
000874 Controlled Area Maintenance Operator 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #361 
000868 Radiation Waste Operator* 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
STARTING RATE 
32.94 
31.47 
26.32 
18.39 
STARTING RATE 
17.04 
1/2 YR 
19.04 
1/2 YR 
18.49 
1YR 
20.56 
1YR 
19.83 
1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2 YR 4-1/2 YR 
22.22 24.00 
1-1/2 YR 2 YR 
21.06 22.20 
25.85 
3YR 
23.40 
28.95 
4YR 
24.60 
18.39 19.04 20.56 22.22 24.00 25.45 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer payments made to Radiation Crew Leader or Lead Radiation Technologist when there is a minimum crew size of three (3) including the individual on 
temporary transfer, when the work group leader or regular lead employee is absent from the plant for at least one-half of the shift. 
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KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - MAINTENANCE - ELECTRICAL 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #370 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3YR 4YR SYR 6 YR 
000876 Electrician Crew Leader/KNP* 35.25 
000877 Lead Plant Electrician/KNP* 33.69 
PLANT ELECTRICIAN HELPER TO PLANT ELECTRICIAN 1 
000880 Plant Electrician 1/KNP 
000881 Plant Electrician 2/KNP 25.30 
000883 Plant Electrician Helper/KNP 18.36 19.04 20.44 21.75 23.16 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details, 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000881 Plant Electrician 2/KNP 
000880 Plant Electrician 1/KNP 
based on merit, completion of related study courses, work knowledge examinations, and on experience and qualifications to perform more skilled duties. 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer payments made to Lead Plant Electrician/KNP when there is a minimum crew size of three (3) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer payments to Electrician Crew Leader/KNP, upon the absence of both the Electrician Crew Leader/KNP and the regular Lead Plant Electrician/KNP, will 
be made by the supervision based on the scope of work and the size of the crew. 
- Temporary transfer payments from Lead Plant Electrician/KNP to Electrician Crew Leader/KNP upon the absence of the regular Electrician Crew Leader/KNP will be made 
by supervision based on the scope of the woTk and the size of the crew. 
29.12 30.81 
27.50 
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KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - MAINTENANCE - MECHANICAL 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #371 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 
011757 Maintenance Crew Leader/KNP* 33.32 
011758 Lead Maintenance Mechanic/KNP* 32.12 
001887 Maintenance Machinist/KNP* 31.65 
000888 Maintenance Welder/KNP* 31.65 
MAINTENANCE HELPER TO MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 1 
000890 Maintenance Mechanic 1/KNP 
011759 Maintenance Mechanic 2/KNP 
000895 Maintenance Helper/KNP 17.73 18.40 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #372 
PLANT CLERK 1 TO PLANT CLERK 
012783 Lead KNP Clerk* 18.39 
012008 KNP Clerk 
012039 KNP Clerk 1 11.93 12.56 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #374 
000894 Maintenance Attendant 17.04 17.68 
continued... 
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NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
1YR M/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 6 YR 
19.73 21.01 22.35 
28.10 29.75 
24.42 26.55 
15.83 17.19 
13.17 13.78 14.41 15.66 
18.96 20.19 20.93 21.86 22.59 
WAGE SCHEDULE - LOCAL NO. 310. IUOE - 9/14/2003 
KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - MAINTENANCE - MECHANICAL - continued... 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
0117591 Maintenance Mechanic 2/KNP 
000890 Maintenance Mechanic 1/KNP 
based on merit, completion of related study courses, work knowledge examinations, and on experience and qualifications to perform more skilled duties. 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer payments made to Lead Maintenance Mechanic/KNP on day shift or off a scheduled shift when there is a minimum crew size of three (3) including the 
individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer payments to Maintenance Crew Leader/KNP upon the absence of both the Maintenance Crew Leader/KNP and the regular Lead Maintenance 
Mechanic/KNP will be made by supervision based on the scope of the work and the size of the crew. 
- Temporary transfer payments from Lead Maintenance Mechanic/KNP to Maintenance Crew Leader/KNP upon the absence of the regular Maintenance Crew Leader/KNP 
will be made by supervision based on the scope of the work and size of the crew. 
- Temporary transfer payments made to 012783 Lead KNP Clerk in the absence of the regular Lead KNP Clerk will be made by supervision based on the scope of the work 
and the size of the crew. 
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KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - GENERAL 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #202 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2-1/2 YR 
011486 Plant Helper-Janitor-Crew Leader* 22.99 
001981 Lead Plant Helper-Janitor* 22.37 
002982 Plant Helper/KNP 17.04 17.68 18.96 20.19 21.67 
000984 Janitor 17.04 17.68 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #203 
000986 Office Cleaner 11.65 11.65 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
Only one oflhese two authorized titles will be filled at any one time. When there is a vacancy, the plant has the flexibility to fill it at either the "lead" or "crew leader" level. 
011486 Plant Helper-Janitor-Crew Leader 
001981 Lead Plant Helper-Janitor 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer payments to Lead Plant Helper-Janitor or Plant Helper-Janitor-Crew Leader when there is a minimum crew size of three (3) including the individual on 
temporary transfer. 
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KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - WAREHOUSE 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #377 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR SYR 
000912 Plant Stock Clerk/KNP* 17.04 17.68 19.00 20.29 21.65 23.00 24.74 25.92 
000959C Plant Stock Clerk 1 17.04 17.68 18.96 20.11 21.21 22.36 23.81 25.05 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
*Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer payments to Plant Stock Clerk/KNP except for a regularly scheduled day off. 
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STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 
18.39 
11.93 12.56 
1YR 
13.17 
1-1/2 YR 2 YR 
15.83 
13.78 14.41 
3YR 
17.19 
15.66 
KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR - ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #372 
012783 Lead KNP Clerk* 
012008 KNP Clerk 
012039 KNP Clerk 1 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
- Temporary transfer payments made to 012783 Lead KNP Clerk in the absence of the regular Lead KNP Clerk will be made by supervision based on the scope of the work 
and the size of the crew. 
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PULLIAM - PLANT OPERATIONS 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #390 
001809 Operations Crew Leader* 
000810 Control Operator A* 
001811 Control Operator B* 
011560 Boiler Operator* 
012688 Auxiliary Boiler Operator* 
011561 Auxiliary Operator (2 to 1)* 
001815 Boiler Helper* 
0Q0817 Equipment Operator* 
001827 Equipment Operator C 
000845 Screen Operator 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
STARTING RATE 
30.58 
29.71 
28.68 
27.21 
25.75 
23.29 
23.23 
22.23 
21.88 
17.61 
1/2 YR 
23.83 
18.22 
1 YR 
20.74 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Vacancy Requirement for promotion: 
Qperating-PuUiam Training Program: Applicable to job classifications 000845 Screen Operator through 001809 Operations Crew Leader. 
Advancement through training programs and job classifications 000845 Screen Operator through 001815 Boiler Helper by seniority (promotion - logical choice). 
Promotion to 011561 Auxiliary Operator 2 (starting rate) by seniority (promotion - logical choice) and successful completion of required tranining. 
Promotion to 011561 Auxiliary Operator 1 (1/2 year rate) within one year and successful completion of required tranining, on-the-job firing and written qualification test. 
Advancement from 011561 Auxiliary Operator through 000810 Control Operator A by seniority (promotion - logical choice). 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position. 
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PULLIAM - INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL AND LABORATORY 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #400 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 2-1/2 YR 3-1/2 YR 4-1/2 YR 5-1/2 YR 
INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL HELPER TO INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL TECHNOLOGIST 1 
012616 Lead Instrument and Control Technologist/PUL** 31.38 
002859 Instrument and Control Technologist I/PUL 27,50 29.65 
002862 Instrument and Control Technologist 2/PUL 24.84 26.38 
002863 Instrument and Control Helper/PUL 19.16 19.83 21.14 22.35 23.62 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #401 
001513 Control Software Technician (D) 19.16 19.83 21.14 22.35 23.62 24.84 26.38 27.50 29.65 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #402 
0 H 753 Lead Laboratory Technologist* 27.45 
011699 Laboratory Technologist 18.34 20.15 21.54 22.78 24.08 26.00 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
002862 Instrument and Control Technologist 2/PUL 
002859 Instrument and Control Technologist 1/PUL 
D. 001513 Control Software Technician Incumbent of this position may do Instrument & Control Technologist work when necessary. By Company-Union agreement the wage 
rate for this position will be maintained at the Instrument & Control Technologist 1 rate. Position will be filled by best-qualified employee for any future posting. Not a Union-
bid postion. If Union employee is selected in the future, the employee will retain union membership. 
** 012616 Lead Instrument and Control Technologist - This position will not be filled and is historical only. The pay rate difference between the historical lead pay and the 5 
1/2 year I&C Tech 1 will be divided evenly and added to the base pay of all I&C Techs who have reached the I&C Tech 2,2 1/2 year level of the I&C Tech wage progression. 
*Temporary transfer to Lead Laboratory Technologist in the absence of the regular Lead Laboratory Technologist when there is a minimum crew size of two (2) including the 
individual on temporary transfer, on a non-precedent setting basis. 
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PULLIAM- MAINTENANCE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #410 
012876 Electrician Crew Leader/PUL* 
001877 Lead Plant Electrician/PUL* 
STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 
32.70 
31.23 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3YR 4YR SYR 6YR 
PLANT ELECTRICIAN HELPER TO PLANT ELECTRICIAN 1 
001880 Plant Electrician 1/PUL 
001881 Plant Electrician 2/PUL 
001883 Plant Electrician Helper/PUL 18.39 19.04 20.29 21.47 22.68 
24.50 25.92 
27.46 29.06 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #411 
000885 Maintenance Crew Leader* 
000886 Lead Maintenance Mechanic* 
000887 Lead Maintenance Mechanic (Evening Shift)* 
31.81 
30.42 
30.42 
MAINTENANCE HELPER TO MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 1 
001890 Maintenance Mechanic 1/PUL 
001891 Maintenance Mechanic 2/PUL 
001895 Maintenance Helper/PUL 18.21 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #412 
004888 Maintenance Welder AWS 
002888 Maintenance Welder-ASME & AWS 
000889 Maintenance Machinist/PUL 
29.68 
29.55 
23.85 25.07 
18.89 20.25 21.46 22.67 
26.36 27.84 
24.37 25.59 26.87 28.36 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement; 
001881 Plant Electrician 2/PUL 
001880 Plant Electrician 1/PUL 
001891 Maintenance Mechanic 2/PUL 
001890 Maintenance Mechanic 1/PUL 
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PULLIAM - MAINTENANCE continued... 
002888 Maintenance Welder/PUL - requires certification within a 6-month period from date of transfer. An increase to the maximum rate is granted effective with the date 
of certification. 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer payable to Lead Plant Electrician/PUL when there is a minimum crew size of three (3) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer from Lead Plant Electrictan/PUL to Electrician Crew Leader/PUL upon the absence of the Electrician Crew Leader/PUL when there is a minimum crew 
size of six (6) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer payable to Lead Maintenance Mechanic (day shift or off-scheduled shift) when there is a minimum crew size of three (3) including the individual on 
temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer payable to Lead Maintenance Mechanic (evening shift) when there is a minimum crew size of two (2) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer to Maintenance Crew Leader upon the absence of the regular Maintenance Crew Leader and the regular Lead Maintenance Mechanic when there is a 
minimum crew size of six (6) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer-from Lead Maintenance Mechanic (day shift or evening shift) to Maintenance Crew Leader when there is a minimum crew size of six (6) including the 
individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer payable to Maintenance Machinist from Qualified Helper, Second Class or First Class Mechanic, deemed qualified by the Machinist, the Mechanical 
Maintenance Crew Leader, and Maintenance Supervisor. 
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PULLIAM - COAL AND YARD 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #420 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR t-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4YR SYR 
000897 Coal and Yard Crew Leader* 29.89 
011909 Lead Coal and Yard Operator* 28.55 
CONVEYOR OPERATOR TO COAL AND YARD OPERATOR 
000902 Coal and Yard Operator 22.33 23.61 24.63 26.69 
000903 Conveyor Operator 18.24 18.93 19.99 20.79 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000903 Conveyor Operator (1/2-year level: satisfactory completion of the basic segment of Power Plant Principles) 
000902 Coal and Yard Operator (2-year level: satisfactory completion of basic skills and knowledge test) 
(4-year level: satisfactory completion of basic machine operation and skills test) 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer to Coal and Yard Crew Leader when there is a minimum crew size of six (6) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer to Lead Coal and Yard Operator when there is a minimum crew size of (3) including the individual on temporary transfer, 
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PULLIAM - GENERAL 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #430 
001906 Plant Clerk 
STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 
13.93 14.43 15.37 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3YR 4 YR 
16.39 17.44 18.57 19.79 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #431 
001912 Plant Stock Clerk/PUL* 
012040 Plant Stock Clerk) 
17.04 
17.04 
17.68 
17.68 
19.00 
19.00 
20.29 
20.14 
21.65 
21.34 
23.00 
22.70 
24.49 
23.69 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #202 
000984 Janitor 17.04 17.68 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer to Plant Stock Clerk/PUL except for regularly scheduled days off. 
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WESTON - PLANT OPERATIONS 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #440 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1YR 2YR 3 YR 4YR 5 YR 6YR 7 YR 
011609 Control Operator* 32.32 
AUXILIARY OPERATOR II TO AUXILIARY/CONTROL OPERATOR 
000820 Auxiliary/Control Operator 29.38 
012076 Auxiliary Operator 1(1) 23.52 24.68 25.66 27.20 
012077 Auxiliary Operator II (2) 17.04 18.65 20.26 22.36 23.52 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion requirements: 
000820 Auxiliary/Control Operator 
D. Auxiliary Operator Progression 
1. Weston 3 Auxiliary Operator 3 year rate 
2. Weston 1 & 2 Auxiliary Operator 3 year rate 
E. Employees will advance to the 2 year rate when filling a permanent vacancy at Auxiliary Operator II (Weston 1 & 2 only). 
F. Progression to Control Operator is vacancy driven. 
Temporary transfer payable to this position 
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STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 
25,83 
18.34 19.00 
1 YR 
20.29 
1-1/2 YR 2 YR 
21.47 22.68 
3YR 
24.49 
WESTON - INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL AND LABORATORY 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #450 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 2-1/2YR 3-1/2 YR 4-1/2YR 5-1/2YR 
011512 Systems Technologist 19.16 19.83 21.14 22.35 23.62 24.84 26.38 27.50 29.21 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #451 
011711 Lead Instrument and Control Technologist 31.38 
INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL HELPER TO INSTRUMENT AND CONTROL TECHNOLOGIST 1 
003859 Instrument and Control Technologist 1/WES 27.50 29.21 
001862 Instrument and Control Technologist 2/WES 24.84 26.38 
001863 Instrument and Control Helper/WES 19.16 19.83 21.14 22.35 23.62 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #402 
011753 Lead Laboratory Technologist 
011699 Laboratory Technologist 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
001862 Instrument and Control Technologist 2/WES 
003859 Instrument and Control Technologist 1/WES 
011699 Laboratory Technologist (2-year level) 
011512 Systems Technologist will follow I&C Technologist testing requirements at the same "Normal Cumulative Service" levels. 
D. 011512 Systems Technologist Incumbent of this position may do Instrument & Control Technologist work when necessary. By Company-Union agreement the wage rate 
for this position will be maintained at the Instrument & Control Technologist I rate. Position will be filled by best-qualified employee for any future posting. Not a Union-bid 
position. If Union employee is selected in the future, the employee will retain Union membership 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer to Lead Instrument and Control Technologist when there is a minimum crew size of three (3) including the individual or temporary transfer. 
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WESTON - MAINTENANCE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #410 STARTING RATE 
011720 Electrician Crew Leader* 32.70 
011725 Lead Plant Electrician* 31.23 
PLANT ELECTRICIAN HELPER TO PLANT ELECTRICIAN 1 
002880 Plant Electrician 1/WES 
002881 Plant Electrician 2/WES 
002883 Plant Electrician Helper/WES 18.39 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #411 
000884 Maintenance Crew Leader* 31.81 
001886 Lead Maintenance Mechanic (TT)* 30.42 
011710 Lead Maintenance Mechanic (EVENING 
SHIFT)* 30.42 
MAINTENANCE HELPER TO MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 1 
002890 Maintenance Mechanic 1 
002891 Maintenance Mechanic 2 
002895 Maintenance Helper 18.21 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #412 
003888 Maintenance Welder AWS 
001888 Maintenance Welder ASME & AWS* 29.68 
001889 Maintenance Machinist/WES* 29.55 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #202 
000984 Janitor 17.04 
continued... 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
1/2 YR 1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4YR SYR 6 YR 
27.46' 29.06 
24.50 25.92 
19.04 20.29 21.47 22.68 
26.36 27.84 
23.85 25.07 
18.89 20.25 21.46 22.67 
24.37 25.59 26.87 28.36 
17.68 
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WESTON - MAINTENANCE continued... 
EXPLANATION: 
A, See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B, Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C, Promotion examination requirement: 
002881 Plant Electrician 2/WES 
002880 Plant Electrician 1/WES 
002891 Maintenance Mechanic 2 
002890 Maintenance Mechanic 1 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer to Electrician Crew Leader upon the absence of the Crew Leader with a minimum crew size of six (6) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer to Lead Plant Electrician when there is a minimum crew size of three (3) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer to Lead Maintenance (day shift or off-scheduled shift) when there is a minimum crew size of three (3) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer payable to Lead Maintenance (evening shift) when there is a minimum crew size of two (2) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer to Maintenance Crew Leader upon the absence of the regular Maintenance Crew Leader and the regular Lead Maintenance Mechanic when there is a 
minimum crew size of six (6) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer from Lead Maintenance Mechanic (day shift or evening shift) to Maintenance Crew Leader when there is a minimum crew size of six (6) including the 
individual on temporary transfer. 
001886 Lead Maintenance Mechanic - Title retained for purposes of temporary transfer only. Job classification will not be filled on a regular basis. 
001888 Maintenance Welder ASME & AWS - requires certification within a 6-month period from date of transfer. An increase to the maximum rate is granted effective with 
the date of certification. 
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WESTON - COAL AND YARD 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #420 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 1 YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3 YR 4 YR 5 YR 
000897 Coal and Yard Crew Leader* 29.89 
011909 Lead Coal and Yard Operator* 28.55 
CONVEYOR OPERATOR TO COAL AND YARD OPERATOR 
000902 Coal and Yard Operator 22.33 23.61 24.63 26.69 
000903 Conveyor Operator 18.24 18.93 19.99 20.79 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
C. Promotion examination requirement: 
000903 Conveyor Operator (1/2-year level: satisfactory completion of the basic segment of Power Plant Principles) 
000902 Coal and Yard Operator (2-year level: satisfactory completion of basic skills and knowledge test) 
(4-year level: satisfactory completion of basic machine operation and skills test) 
*Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer to Coal and Yard Crew Leader upon the absence of the regular Coal and Yard Crew Leader and the regular Lead Coal and Yard Operator when there is a 
minimum crew size of six (6) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
- Temporary transfer from Lead Coal and Yard Operator to Coal and Yard Crew Leader when there is a minimum crew size of six (6) including the individual on temporary 
transfer. 
- Temporary transfer to Lead Coal and Yard Operator when the regular Lead Coal and Yard Operator is involved with Weston 3 unit train unloading when there is a minimum 
ere w size of three (3) including the individual on temporary transfer. 
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WESTON - GENERAL 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #480 
012057 Plant Process Clerk 
011394 Plant Services Clerk 
STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 
13.93 14.43 
11.93 12.56 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
1YR 1-1/2 YR 2 YR 3YR 4YR 
15.37 16.39 17.44 18.57 19.79 
13.17 13.78 14.41 15.66 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #431 
002912 Lead Plant Stock Clerk* 
000959 Plant Stock Clerk 1 
002964 Supply/Plant Stock Clerk 1 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #202 
000984 Janitor 
012042 Plant Helper 
25.36 
17.04 
17.04 
17.04 
17.04 
17.68 
17.68 
17.68 
17.68 
18.96 
18.96 
18.96 
20.14 
20.11 
20.07 
21.34 
21.21 
21.20 
22.70 
22.36 
23.69 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualiftcations of the employee. 
•Temporary transfer payable to this position(s), subject to the following conditions: 
- Temporary transfer to Plant Stock Clerk/WES except for regularly scheduled days off, 
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ITS TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND INNOVATION 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP #490 STARTING RATE 1/2 YR 
RADIO TECHNOLOGIST 1 TO RADIO TECHNOLOGIST 
000600 Radio Technologist 
000601 Radio Technologist 1 17.89 19.25 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications 
C. Vacancy requirement for promotion: 
000600 Radio Technologist 
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ANY DEPARTMENT 
BY JOB CLASSIFICATION 
STARTING AFTER 1040 HOURS AFTER 1560 HOURS 
Laborer* 10.04 10.57 11.22 
Flagperson 10.04 10.57 11.22 
Laborer (Meter Reader) 10.37 10.88 11.22 
•Rates applicable for laborers hired to perform office, field plant, warehouse or other types of positions for limited term (e.g. summer, projects, etc.) durations. 
"Lead" employees are paid an additional $.50 per hour. 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
B. Wage increases are not automatic, but are granted on the basis of merit and qualifications of the employee. 
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ON CALL COMPENSATION 
On Call Employee 
The "On Call" employee will receive one of the following: 
Weekly (Mon - Fri) Saturday Sunday or Holiday 
2.87 4.31 5.74 
30 Minute Average (as per provisions of attachment F) 
If response time achieves a 30 minute average at the end of the first contract year and maintains a 30 minute average each year thereafter, a bonus payment will be 
paid as follows, based on the number of hours an employee was "On Call" for the previous year. 
Weekly (Mon - Fri) Saturday Sunday or Holiday 
0.50 0.73 0.99 
Additional 1 Minute Improvements (as per provisions of attachment F) 
For each additional 1 minute of improved response time below 30 minutes, a bonus payment will be paid as follows, based on the number of hours an employee was 
"On Call" for the previous year. 
Weekly (Mon - Fri) Saturday Sunday or Holiday 
0.09 0.14 0.20 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Attachment F - On Call Process for provisions and time reporting information 
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ELECTRIC GENERAL 
NORMAL CUMULATIVE SERVICE 
STARTING RATE 
Relief Dispatcher 150.00/month 
Employees who receive afterhous'calls and dispatch the workforce in the absence of the 
supervisor will have "Relief Dispatcher" added to their title and receive and additional $150,00 
per month. 
EXPLANATION: 
A. See Wage Administration Policy and Procedure for details. 
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